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Tomas Suchanek, the XS King, is the
undisputed world champion. His
performance with the Moyes XS has been
truly outstanding in 1991 and 1992. His
achievements are the envy of all:
Australian Nationals 1992
1st
Flatlands 1992
1st
Flatlands 1991
1st
Bogong Cup 1992
1st
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
173 Bronte Rd., Wave rl ey,
N.S.W. 2024 Australia
Tel: (02) 387 5622 (02) 387 6455
FAX: (02) 387 4472

Moyes Californ ia 22021 Covello St.,
Cali fo rn ia 91303.
Tel: (8 18) 887 3361
Fax: (8 18) 70206 12

KING
World Championships-Brazil 1991 1st
Czech Nationals 1991
1st
French Nationals 1991
1st
Ever since Tomas started using the Moyes XS
he has never looked back, going from
strength to strength.
1992 should continue to be another year of
XS domination, so don't be a knave, prince or
queen ... join the XS King and win, win, win.
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kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
For information about ratings, sites and other

S

service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent SAL) , Aus $95 Airmaail. Cheques should
be made payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution .

DEADUNE
15th of the month (for the following month'.
I.sue!) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad Is applicable.

'-

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysallor contributions should be sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph: (066) 280356
sam-8pm
Keep the articles comingll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in . It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped , self addressed envelope for their return .

ADDRESSES
All correspondence , including membership
renewals , short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
(069) 472 888

local matters, contact the appropriate state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
27 Porter Ave
Mt Waringal NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
Sec. Harry Docking
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
Safety & Training:
Mark Mitsos
Jo McNamara

(042) 971923
(042) 967796
(042) 971923
(042) 674570,
(042) 942305

NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking , 19 Gladswood
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Peter Moore
(06) 2474051
Pres. Grant Heaney
(06) 2979081
Nth Qld: Warwick Gill
(070) 537768

Sth Qld
PO Box 149
Kenmore 0 4069
Phil Pritchard
(075) 395616
James Christenson ,
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788 W

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3976033 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Sarah Armstrong
(09) 2933352

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(OS) 2130600

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H
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FRONT COVER
Chris McDonald launching at Glennles
Creek, NSW. Photo by Scott Alder using
Canon T70 SLR and Kodak Ektar 125 film

Centrespread
Steve Moyle flying Gaffs Hili, Central
Tasmania. Photo by Scott Ingles

CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Sris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Bruce Blackshaw
(07) 3792820

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProGuenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
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Central Coa.. HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Alf Piper
(043) 682280
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club
lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Shell harbour
Surf Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042) 971852
Sec Debbie Nathaniel
(042) 971923
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
Sec. Chris Boyce
(042) 942545
meet 6pm 1st Sun
eamonth
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 332
Gladstone 0 4680
Pres. Colin McGree
(079) 723595
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Haile
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753
Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1st Wed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine eoa.. HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HGClub
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Craig Worth
Pres Richard McWhinney (065) 592713
(049) 549415
Sec. Grant Armstrong
(065) 537095 H
$ec. Jeff Blunt
(049) 585113
Fx (065) 835972 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
Sutton Forest Flyers
(049) 498946
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
Lower Blue Mts
Sec. David Jones
HG Club
(048) 611699W
Sec. Nigel Felton
(048) 894182H
(02) 6288379
Treas. David Middleton
Southern H.G. Club
(02) 6236961
Pres. Russell Dobson
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Sky High
Anchor & Hope Tav
Paragliding Club
Church 8t
Pres. Scott Beresford
Richmond
(03) 4575173 ah
Sec. Julie Beresford
Townsville Hang
(03) 4575173 ah
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Graeme Etherton
Eastern H.G. Club
(On) 733580
Peter Batchelor
Tres. Brad Cooper
(03) 7353095
(On) 792353
Greg Withers
Whitsundays HG CI.
(03) 8763981 meet
Pres. David Redman
3rd Wed Olinda
(079) 552740
Hotel, Main St
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
Ulydale (n . rail nne)
(079) 552913
Dalwalllnu HG Club
Far South Coast HGC
Pres. Andrew Humphries Anthony Orman
(09) 3816053
(044) 762098
Bob Chidgey
Sec. Mathew Tchan
(09) 3354100
(044) 711765

(063) 622927
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In producing this magazine I come in
contact with a wide range of the people
involved in hang gliding, paragliding and
trike flying. While the number of differences between us all may be endless, I
like to think we do have some things in
common: the love of flight, the determination to overcome obstacles and achieve
our aims and the individuality to persist
with a sport that most people think is
bizarre and dangerous. It is the shared
love of flight that is our essential bond.

a positive way that will help us to enjoy our
freedom through the 1990's.

As Ian quotes in the restructuring article, in HGFA there is no them, there's
only us.
Safe Flying,
Marie

-HGFA Calendar
Update!
Layout of the calendar is
underway and production is
on schedule!
Watch Skysailor for
notification of its release!

Takeoff/landing area, Myponga -photo David Wearing-Smith

In a world run by bureaucracy, we have
no choice but to face that bureaucracy as
a group if we wish to continue to fly with
a minimum of outside control. Our group
has called itself HGFA. It is not a few
elite people who meet to discuss the future of our sport. It is us, all of us, our
persOJial responsibility and our personal
freedom.
On page 18, Ian Jarman explains how
the bureaucracy has recently made some
further demands on us. I ask only that you
take the time to read it and to respond in

Birthday? Anniversary?
Can't find that perfect gift?
Look no further!
Now available from HGFA
Support your sport
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar (not available until May/June)

~~

- $19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
40.00
20.00

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book

HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Ph/Fx: 069-472888
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, Phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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Earlier I noticed another overseas
pilot execute a take off by allowing the
wind to lift his glider off his shoulders,
then simply took his feet off the ground.
Needless to say, the glider wobbled
alarmingly in the air until it achieved
sufficient forward momentum.

1.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Marie
I would like to thank the overwhelming
number of people who visited the SA
ward at the Mt Beauty hospital.
Some will be pleased to hear (and some
won't!) that I have returned to the air.
One month after my awkward landing I
tested the glider and a week later had a
casual 80 km flight to the Lochiel Pub in
31/2 hrs getting to 11,000' on the way.
My pelvis fractured not from impacting
my feet on the ground but from falling
hard into the narrow legloops of my harness. The legloop was partly torn out of
the harness! I had tried to flare on top of
a creek bank that I had not seen on approach. The A frame impacted vertically
on top of the bank but my feet fell short.
The glider sustained only a broken
upright.
Thanks to J arso and the Swiss team, I
had no drama with rescue and getting first
aid.
Overflying the landing area to check
terrain would probably have been wise,
though not often done in competition. I
now use wide leg loops.
Regards
Steve Blenkinsop
Dear Marie
I am prompted to write to you following
an accident which occurred at Stanwell
Park, when an overseas pilot lost control
of his glider just prior to take off in a fairly
strong wind. The glider was thrown backwards into the air and crashed on top of
my car causing extensive damage to the
roof. A few other cars were damaged at
the same time.
The area was crowded with pilots and
on-lookers, and it was amazing that no
bystanders were injured. The pilot was
taken to hospital but suffered only fairly
minor injuries.

March 1992

I have seen overseas pilots on other
occasions display poor take off and
landing techniques. Talking to other
pilots I understand that this is a fairly

common occurrence. I enjoy meeting
visiting pilots, and many have excellent
flying skills. However, too many incidents
like these occur because of lower training
and rating standards in some countries.

It is only a matter of time before someone is killed or seriously injured, which
could eventually close some sites. Can you
imagine your favourite site being closed
because of these incidents? Why should
our sites be endangered because we cannot control the standards of visiting
pilots?
The obvious question is, what can be
done? My suggestion is to tighten safety
procedures at popular sites such as Stanwell. All pilots should be requested to
show their membership cards and licence
(especially overseas pilots), before being
allowed to fly. Most pilots would understand the necessity of this. This would also
ensure that they are insured in case of an
accident which resulted in damage.

If there is doubt about ability then they
should either be prohibited from flying or
given pointers on how to manage local
conditions or improve technique. A side
benefit is that unfinancial pilots would be
exposed and excluded from flying at that
site, or made to join.
I would like to hear comments on
this subject and see actions taken.
Yours faithfully
Andrew Greatbatch
Dear Ed
Over the past 4 years I have been
receiving monthly issues of Skysailor
and I always love reading the variety of
information that it offers.
As you can appreciate, over the
years you begin to get a collection of
magazines; I personally have mine
ftled in a filing cabinet.

is directly involved with the federation to
see if the HGFA could do something
about FOLDERS for the monthly issues
of Skysailor.
I am fully aware of budgets, but could it
not be possible to make these folders with
a small profit to make the venture worth
while. I personally would order 5 straight
off the bat for my previous issues and I am
sure that the other members would do the
same.
These folders would be a typical 12 issues folder with the possibility of the
HGFA logo on the front. If anyone involved directly with the federation can not
represent this, I would like to personally
push this further, although I am only a
recreational flyer and wouldn't know how
to approach this. If anyone out there
could help me or has any ideas, please
contact me on 048 411794.
Yours faithfully
Robert Lepre
Ed's note: Great idea, Robert, we'll see if
its feasible to add folders to the HGFA
merchandise stock.
Dear Marie
I have recently become involved in construction of two new ramps in the Blue
Mountains area of NSW to which end I
am enquiring as to whether the HGFA
has a standard for ramp design. During
my short flying career, I have visited
several ramps, all of which are different. I
believe that all new ramps could be a
standard design regarding width and
length with only the height off the ground
and method of securing it to the ground
varying due to a site's particular characteristics.

Radio Sick ?.
ReNicad Your
Uniden for
$45. +$4. p.p.
Send Old Battery To ..

Geoff White
P.O Box124
Porepunkah
37 40
Or Phone
057 .5 02255

................
....... ........
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. .. , . . . . . . . . . .
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The reason why I am explaining this
is because I would like someone who

SKYSAILOR
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:LLetters
continued. ..J:
We are currently trying to build a ramp
at a relatively inaccessible location which
means prefabricating the ramp in
manageable sections and bolting it
together on site. We intend to use 100 mm
NB gal pipe as the bearers with lugs
welded ready to accept sections of expanded metal, for the running surface, to
be bolted to it. Brackets under the pipe
will be made to allow the support legs to
be inserted once they have been cut to
length as the site dictates. Similarly, the
foundation plates will have brackets fixed
to allow the other end of the support legs
to be inserted into them.
I will be interested to get other comments on the subject so that in future the
cheapest, quickest and safest options may
be taken.
Appreciatively yours

Alan Bond
Dear Marie
Miles Craven seems to think he is
hilarious, (see cartoon February issue). It
concerns me however to think that the
same person who created the cartoon is
also responsible for the up and coming
HGFA calendar pictures, so, will we be
able to see ~ paragliding pictures included or will they also be treated in the
same way?
Regards

Fed Up

Ed's note: I believe, Fed Up, that you are
possibly being a little over-sensitive. I invite
you to submit an 'anti-hang gliding' cartoon - it will be printed! 'Miles Craven' is
answerable to the HGFA board for his
voluntaO' work in co-producing the calendar, as are all others involved. No doubt
paragliding photos will be featured in the
calendar, provided suitable quality slides
are received.
Dear Marie and members
I'm writing this letter to inform HGFA
members of an idea I believe may be useful to the general membership.
Whilst competing in the Corryong Cup
this year, I was introduced to a simple but
effective method of determining wind
direction for the landing phase. Graeme
Cos of Wollongong showed me his system. We all know how expensive uprights
are, so I feel its appropriate to share it
around.
I've made up a few of these streamers
and experimented with them myself.
Firstly you need some fishing sinkers. The
best ones seem to be lead BUG sinkers
size 2 (small but heavy). You then need 2
different colours of crepe paper. I use
yellow and orange; then cut the paper
about 5 em wide. Join the 2 different
colours together with some electrical tape
(don't use too much tape as it will be too
heavy). Wrap the sinker in the end of the
yellow paper and securely tape it up. Now
roll it tightly from the orange end so the
weighted end is on the outside. You now
have a streamer of about 3 metres long

Yves Gillian top landing at the eastern launch Stan well Park
The new Swing Prism a in action - p by Catherine Gilliand

that can be unobtrusively secured to the
base of your upright with an elastic band.
It works extremely well but you must
remember to use 2 different colours
otherwise unless you actually observe the
weighted end hitting the ground you may
be 1800 out with your assessment of the
wind direction, however light. With the 2
colours you only have to remember which
colour has the sinker in it then Bob's your
uncle, you're in business.
In closing I just want to express my deep
regret on the death of Paul Geissler at
Lake George on January 13th, 1992. He
was a friend who'll be sadly missed. I
would also like to remind everyone that
the sport we all love so dearly is only as
dangerous as we choose to make it; the
wind will always blow and the hill will
always be there.
Safe flying,

Terry Anderson
Dear Marie
I was quite amused to read the letter in
February Skysailor by 'name supplied'. If
the only thing I got right about today's
'ships' is their performance, then 'name
supplied' would have us believe that
modem high performance gliders are just
as easy to fly, just as light and just as cheap
as the 'ships' of yesteryear. A very interesting fantasy indeed! And could you,
'name supplied', put a Mars together as
quickly as an XS or Combat? I'm sure all
the owners of these fine gliders would be
very interested to know how it's done. I'm
sorry my philosophising on the trade-offs
we have made in glider design over the
years was misinterpreted as criticism. I
love high performance gliders.
Just who is 'Jarso'? Is he related to
'Mollo', the guy repeatedly referred to in
the HGFA convention writeup? I'm sorry
if I'm not part of the 'in' crowd who know
these people. I'm also at a loss as to what
'name supplied means by referring to me
as a 'gun' .1'11 bet 'name supplied' also says
other incredibly hip terms like 'sky out'. I
guess I really must be behind the times. I
always thought such terms and abbreviations were embarrassingly stupid. If my
glider floated I would maybe call it a boat,
but never a ship. It's just too small.
I'm sure HGFA are keeping the frontiers pushed back in terms of airspace
laws, but I haven't noticed any difference
since I started flying six years ago. We are

6.
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still denied access to a bunch of beautiful
sites in Sydney because of silly laws. Have
any efforts been made to convince the
CAA that Dobroyd, for instance, would
be safe for us to fly? There are a lot of
pilots in Sydney who have to drive for
hours to good sites when there are plenty
nearby because the HGFA has concentrated more on things such as height
restrictions that we all safely ignore
anyway.
Why have both 'name supplied' and you,
Marie, in your ed's note, not taken me up
on the only really serious part of my
original letter - the question of people
with vested interests controlling our
sport. I believe the termites have been in
our walls for quite a while.

If 'name supplied' thinks he or she is
putting forward a valid argument rather
than spouting a dullard's narrow point of
view, why is he or she too ashamed to have
his or her name printed?
Yours in frivolity

Geoffrey Martin (Marto)

Ed's note: Well, dear Marto, my
apologies for not infonning the readership
that larso is Ian lannan and Mollo is Paul
Mollison. And I am not one of the 'in'
crowd as I live some 10 hours from Sydney,
the supposed 'centre' of Australian hang
gliding (or should it be Stan well Park?).
We have been able to enjoy 5,000' height
clearance outside controlled airspace and
more recently 10,000'. If I hear an aircraft
when cross country flying I don't have to
worry, except to note its whereabouts, because now I'm lega/!
As for the denied access to a lot of Sydney
sites; I believe that we, the membership are
HGFA, it is up to us to open and maintain
sites, and there is a good number of sites
that have been opened or reopened in
restricted airspace because of the efforts of
the LOCAL pilots, not the HGFA board
members!
Here in northern NSW Lennox Head has
been re-opened, due to the efforts of a local
club member, after being closed for 5-6
years when the Ballina airport was opened.

t

AircotecAG
Ebenaustrasse 10
P. O. Bo, 56
CH - 604B Horw
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Dear Marie
Re: Defective Paragliders & Safety Issues
We are sure that the readers of Skysailor
will be interested to know of a press

Aircotec Service and Distribution
Australia + New Zealand
Air Evasion

AIR COTEC
\

Sure there are restrictions but we can use
the site once more. Airspace within
Australia has been de-regulated to some
degree and you may discover that applications to the comct authorities will open up
those Sydney sites for you. Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
As to the matter of people with vested
interests controlling our sport. I am not sure
of whom you are referring, but I think that
with the new blood on the HGFA board,
any unscmpulous activities would quickly
be exposed and resolved. People with
'vested interests' have a reason to see the
sport progress, it may be their income. The
few people I know who have business interests in hang gliding would, if they suddenly
gave up their mountainous voluntary
workload, leave a very large vacuum within
our sport, and I doubt there would be
anyone to replace them.

27 Oberon Avenue
Hawthorn East Vic 3123
Australia

Telephone 04 1- 48 58 87

Fa, 041 - 4870 78

PhlFax (03) 8824130
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:LLetters
continued. ..J:

release issued in the U.K.
regarding
porous
paragliders. We believe it
was released in November
1991. The U.K. press
release informs members of
defective paraglider serial
numbers, types and models
when they consider purchasing in the new or
second hand market.

-

Why has there been no
press release in Australia
by the importers, manufacturers and/or agents? Why
wasn't there a statement issued when the problem first
became evident? The U.K.
press release alludes to the
fact that they knew of the
problem in December,
1989 when the material
polyester T9600 used in
manufacture was superseded by polyester T96OO-

8.
We have been advised
that we own two defective
paragliders in that they
have been manufactured
with T9600 polyester, the
material which becomes
porous after an undetermined period.

@

o
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Tony Annstrong launching Lite Dream tandem at Stan well Park
-photo by Darren Wallace

The whole situation, timing and lack of
advice and information since December,
1989 raises many questions not only from
a legal point of view but also safety. The
silence on the matter by the importers and
sellers of paragliders has been deafening.
We first learnt of the problem by word of
mouth early December, 1991.

If you are in a similar position to us and
would like further information please
phone Scott or Jenny on (03) 8530328 or
4815360.
Yours sincerely
Scott and Jennifer Bennett

Ed's note: A copy of the 2 page release
can be obtained from Skysai/or, however, I
urge all paragliding pilots to contact Scott
and Jennifer, or their paragliding committee rep.
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Victorian Cross Country League
1 April 1991 to 31 March 1992, $5 entry fee (free for pilots
entering other VHGA competitions). Any queries: Wesley
Hill, VHGA Inc Comp Director, PO Box 400, Prahran Vic
3181

The Inaugural New South Wales
Trike Championships
Location: Kempsey NSW
Date: 20th to 25th May 1992
Entry fee: $150, maximum 50 pilots.
Class: solo and dual
Min requirements: Pilot Certificate (current), registered
aircraft
Prizes: Trophies (prizes depend upon sponsors being
found)
Interested helpers and£Qr competitors are urged to contact me as soon as possible so I can gauge what level of
organisation is required.

lst Australian Paragliding Fun Fly-In
Bright Victoria
Saturday 21st - Sunday 22nd March 1992
Be part of the biggest get together of paragliders in Australia
for a weekend of fun. Fly Mystic dressed as the Flying Nun,
Superman, Batman etc or glide to the landing field on a bike or
bed. Saturday night will feature a Spit Roast and Auction.
Registration fee is $25 which includes Spit Roast and prizes,
plus an item to auction (prized T shirt, old paraglider etc) and
all proceeds from the weekend will go towards the Australian
Paragliding Team fund for the third World Titles to be held at
Verbier in 1993.
Please post registration fee to Paragliding Fly-in, PO Box 1,
Thredbo Village, NSW 2fJ27.
Programme:
Friday 20th March
6 pm, Early evening mass fly for those present
Saturday 21st March
8 am - Check in and briefmg at YHA
9 am - Fancy dress flying
1 pm - Sausage sizzle
3 pm - Land and run contest
6 pm - Mass fly down
7 pm - Spit roast and Auction

For entry forms and further info, contact Joe Scott, Sky Limit
Sports Aviation, 113 Goulds Lane, Clybucca NSW 2440, Phone
(065) 650042

International Competition of Hang Gliding for the
SOOth Birthday of the first climb of Mont Aiguille
Trieves, France, covering Aspres/Buech in the south to
Grenoble in the north, and Vercors Mts in the west to the Oisans
Mts in the east
9-12 July 1992
The principal aim of the competition is to create a prestigious
and highly coloured show for the public organised within a
festival celebrating the 500th birthday of mountaineering which
is symbolised by the first climb of Mont Aiguille. Therefore, the
competition is aimed at the best French and foreign pilots.

Simon Wills flying his home built powered paraglider at Mt
Vic - photo D Will~ __~ .

Sunday 22nd March
9 am - Briefing at YHA
10.30 am - Fancy dress flying
1 pm - Sausage sizzle
2 pm - Spot landing contest
4.30 pm - Prize giving.
All participating pilots must be a member of
the HGF A and hold a current paragliding
licence.
For further information contact Stuart
Andrews on (064) 576190 after 5 pm or Brian
Webb on (057) 551753.

March 1992
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Tow Release Warning

_____________________________
:LCompetitions
continued ... :
~

by Lex Jones

To all users of the panic snap (horse bridle) release
Before use, ensure that the shoulder of the opening hook is
relieved. (see shaded area diagram 1)

The proposed format of the comp will consist of a series of
tasks where the pilot is free to choose a route optimising his
points by strategically selecting predetermined turn points.
Pilots may use any flexible wing hang glider (Class 1) or any
semi-rigid wing hang glider (Class 2) which can be launched and
landed by foot. On the last day of the comp, launch will be by
ultralight.
Fee - 1,000 French Francs

Diagram 1.

Pilots will be limited to 20 French and 20 foreign.

Unless this is done, in some situations the hook will open on
release but the rope will hang on the OPEN hook and you will
still be connected to the tow line.
Once the offending material has been removed I have found
these to be safe, reliable releases.
In eight years of towing (more than 1000 tows) releasing under
all tensions from zero to 110 kg weak link shear auto release, I
have only had one release malfunction when the above situation
occurred.
It was the first time I towed on another system using a 12mm
leader rope. To my amazement at the top of my first tow, the
release seemed to trip normally but I was still attached to the
rope. The release had opened, but the rope was sitting in the
open hook. I was lucky that I was at the top of a straightforward
tow and could easily reel in the bridle and release manually.

Since relieving the shoulder of the opening hook on that and
every successive release, I have not had one release malfunction.
All the pilots in my area use these modified releases and over
eight years (approximately 3,000 releases), we have not had one
release malfunction. This may be in some part due to the fact
that we treat them with the care that any critical piece of equipment deserves and check them for ease of operation before each
tow.
The major disadvantage of these releases, apart from their
weight is that after several weak link failure auto releases, the
collar retaining spring is crushed due to the opening shock and
the release may not stay closed. A spare is essential.
Just one further point about using these releases. Due to their
weight, if the bridle is not reeled in and safely stowed, there is a
very real chance that the release will flick around the top wire of
the fence you are making a low approach over and STOP -the
glider dead.

Prizes: 1st - 30,000 fr; 2nd - 20,000 fr; 3rd - 10,000 fr; 4th - 9,000
fr; 5th - 8,000 fr; 6th - 7,000 fr; 7th - 6,000 fr; 8th - 5,000 fr; 9th 4,000 fr; 10th - 3,000 fr; 11-20th - 2,000 fr; 21st-30th - 1,500 fr;
31st-40th - 1,000 fr (1 Dollar = - 6 Francs).
Interested pilots are encouraged to submit applications early.
Pilots will be informed by mail of their registration status only
when all competitors have been selected. Selected pilots will
receive a map of the region along with additional relevant information pertaining to the competition. Pilots not selected will be
notified and reimbursed as soon as possible.
Accommodation and retrieval will be provided for competing
pilots.
Send registration to: Alain Folmer, rue Louis Rippert, 38710
MENS (France), Ph: 76.34.61.12

Registration fonns and further infomwtion may be obtained
from Skysai/or.

Eungella 1992
27 September to 4 October inclusive
All pilots must have a data back camera. UHF radio will also
be required.
All enquiries phone secretary Ron Huxhagen on (079) 552913
or Fax (079) 511648

Australian Competition Calendar
Proposed competition dates for 1992/93 season
Victorian Open/Bogong Cup, 28 December '92 - 5 January '93
Flatlands, 8 to 17 January 1993
Australian Open, 19 to 27 January 1993
1993 Australian Paragliding Open, 29th January to 6th February
1993

Beware, and always stow your bridle before landing.

Stop Press

Also,
II

do use a system that adheres to the SKYTING CRITERIA

II

do use a quality pre stretched or non stretch rope for your
bridle

II

do use a personal weak link in the bridle to ensure your own
safety (particularly when towing with someone else's gear)
do check the safe operation of your release before hooking
on to the tow rope

II

The Illawarra Hang Gliding Club will have
pleasure in running the Corryong Cup for the first
time next year, 1993.
We also take no responsibility for this year's competition and advise any complaints from the 1992
comp to be redirected to Harry Docking on 967796.

Safe towing
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New Glider for Oz
Pilots
reprinted from "Vol Libre" magazine,
September 1991

Rumour II twice as good
The Rumour I, following its outstanding
success in international competition,
flown by Jess Flynn, Peter Harvey, Angelo
Crapanzano and Patrick Gerald certainly
had not need to worry about its performance, suffice to say, one of the best
gliders of its time.
The Rumour II, having won the "Shimo
Seiko" cross country competition in 1991
in the hands of Steve Blenkinsop, proves
that it is a worthy successor to the lineage.
In addition it has also become very userfriendly and it is perhaps here that it
makes the biggest gains in performance.
From the moment you open the solid
grey and pink bag you see clearly that the
Solar Wings look has stayed the same.
The gold anodising of all the parts has no
equal when it comes to seducing even the
most critical of pilots, it gleams and
creates a visual impact which prepares
you for what is to follow. The double surface tips, a Solar Wings feature since the
"Ace" was produced in 1987, still impresses you as an original design and is
aerodynamically justified by better
airflow over the tips.
The quick change uprights secured by a
pair of button clips still have a rubber
trailing edge. The aerofoil castings and
indeed the whole control bar system combine effectiveness and aesthetics and have
inspired a lot of copies around the world.
The sail, created by the master sailmaker Paul Haines formerly with "Airwave" and "Enterprise Wings" in
Australia, has all the necessary qualities.
Not a single wrinkle spoils the upper surface - a perfect example of how a sail
should be made. The leading edge is
made in Mylar, a beaut material, however
it can be a little fragile when being rigged
on rough surfaces. The trailing edge is
fully re-enforced by a narrow band of
Mylar and the nose cone fits perfectly.
Only a trained eye can usually tell the
difference between the Rumour I and
Rumour II. It has, however, an increased
double surface area which now covers
91 % of the sail. The pilot is now hanging
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from the king post as on many high performance wings of today.

straight line stability at high speed and
you have an excellent handling glider.

The hang point position is adjusted by
moving the king post up and down a small
channel giving you five hang point positions. The luff line compensator is a complex system that can be adjusted very
precisely. The battens are extruded from
"Zicral" which means that they should
hold their shape and the batten ends are
slim so that they slide into the batten
pocket very easily.

The slight tendency to Dutch roll at
speed of the Rumour I has now completely disappeared.
Darren Arkright, a talented pilot and
designer for Solar Wings, clearly listened
to the reports from pilots to get such a
fantastic result. This wing is remarkable.
I treated myself to a few hours of flying in
the Alps and I did not find any significant
faults in-flight. On the Rumour II the
stability is exactly right to keep a sufficient
degree of liveliness and the roll performance in thermals is exquisite.

The king post hole has a neoprene gasket to reduce drag. Finally the Rumour II
is around 2 kg lighter than the Rumour I
and no one will complain about that.
There are no particular problems with
rigging the Rumour II which can be done
upright on the control bar or flat on the
ground.
There are not too many battens to keep
the sail in shape which means that rigging
is quick and easy.
In Flight Twice As Much Fun
Pilots often considered the previous
Rumour to have slightly stiff handling. In
fact, like the XS, for example, the Rumour
was a little bit inert which demanded
more anticipation by the pilot. On the
other hand, once
in a thermal,
nothing could
stop you from
going straight to
cloudbase.

The Rumour II responds quickly and
easily to the input from the pilot. The
climb rate is good in thermals but you
don't have to push the bar right out to get
the best performance, you just set up the
turn, slow down slightly and let the wing
get on with it.
In weak thermals the Rumour II showed
itself to be very pleasant thanks to its
perfect spiral stability backed up with its
precision in roll handling.
A large proportion of the physical effort
needed for the Rumour I has disappeared

Continued page 12 ...

r;::======================:;,

Gosh!

Now available in Australia
lithe best glider ever tested by DHV"
(The German Certification Authority)*

Test fly the Rumour II
The genuine Solar Wings factory development
of the

Rumour
Gliders and spares in stock
for immediate delivery

Ring Russell Dobson
on

018 318895 or (03) 5445658
25 Carmichael Rd, Oakleigh Victoria 3166
* the DHV test prints out performance figures
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tally umeported and unknown outside the
area of occurrence.

Executive Director's
Report
Christmas and the competition season
is behind us but as most of you are aware
it has been a costly summer.
I am sure you all join with me in mourning the death of Paul Geissler of Canberra. The sport has lost one of its best
personalities and workers. And our
thoughts go to his family and close friends
who will no doubt feel the loss far more
acutely.
Accidents
This tragic accident however serves to
emphasise the disastrous season we have
had. I don't know where the accident
reports are going but from the list of
serious accidents incidents below, I have
yet to receive a copy or note for any of
them.
Clubs, Regional Associations and Competition Directors must accept some
more responsibility in now chasing up accident reports but also initially taking
preventative actions.
Several incidents seem related to instructionaVcommercial pressures, some
related to inadequate pilot skill standards
in competitive environment and finally
poor site operational control.
The list has been compiled from word
of mouth and media sources.
These are only the ones of which I have
heard and have not received accident/incident reports .... .I would estimate that
this represents 1/3 of all reportable situations over the summer period. If another
third are reported, this leaves at least 30%
of all serious accidents and incidents to-

It is deplorable that an estimated 66%
of accidents/incidents go unreported unless discovered and chased up. It is up to
you to chase them up as I am confident
that many of these are avoidable and
tragic incidents such as Pauls can be
eliminated through better site control,training procedures/standards and
tighter competition entry and direction.
HGFA Merchandise Sales
With the Aust Open being in Tumut, we
were presented an opportunity to sell
some of our promotional materials direct.
For January alone sales of HGFA merchandise generated in excess of $2000 income.
Aust Open Video
The Open also attracted a video company
to make a documentary of the event. This
video will be due for release next month
at the cost of $39.00 with HGFA retaining
10% of sales profits as well as providing
HGFA with another very useful promotional tool. We are anticipating a healthy
international market due to the incredible
number of OS pilots that entered and
subsequently dominated the Open.
Training
The National Teams Training camp is
being co-ordinated by Mark Newland and
will hopefully go ahead in March-May at
the AIS.
Further questions on this should be
directed to him care of Enterprise Wings.

Aero-Towing
CAA Sport Aviation inspector Col
Trezise inspected the Moyes ultralight
aero-tow system recently and gave it a big
thumbs up. This combined with the PHG
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Senior instructor
Nth-Old
tumble
GenyGerus
and
aero-tow
Nth-Old
unknown
tumble
Tamborine
unknown
tumble
workshops
in
Rainbow Beach
unknown
mid-air collision
March should see
BogongCup
S. Blenkinsop
landing/fractured pelvis
BogongCup
SA pilot
take-offllacerations
this form of launch
Stanwell Park
2 or 3 unknown
landing/cloud flying
legal and fully
Stanwell Park
Irish pilot
landinglhouses-trees
Stanwell Park
ocean landing
John North
operational before
Stanwell Park
T.Armstrong/tandem ocean landing
June.
Stanwell Park
T.Armstrong/tandem top landing/not serious
Hill 60
Yaven Ck (Tumut)
Adelaide
ConyongCup
Mt Cambewarra
Bucklands Ridge
Aatlands
Aatlands
NSW Sth Coast
Bald Hillrrumut
Buangor
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tandem
Bailey
student(s)
WApilot
Paraglider
student
G Bieske
D Scott
W Collison/tandem
O'Reilly
P Bolton

take-off/not serious
landinglhumerus
landing
take-off/mult.injury
collapse/spinal
downwind into hill
landing/serious
next line snag/tumble
Trike/serious
paraglider collapse/frac!. vert.
tree landing

Please remember, regardless of
past experience all
pilots
must
demonstrate, attend and pass the
appropriate tow-
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Rumour II review cont' from page 11

~d this is probably due to the king post
hang point.
Take offs and landings don't pose any
problems; the wing flies well at low speeds
and reacts well to the final flair. Those
light weight pilots of less than 70 kilos will
equally be delighted by the Rumour II 140
and will enjoy the same inflight qualities
as those who fly the larger wing i.e. (151
sq ft), also available in 129.
Summary: Vol Libre magazine has just
tested one of the best hang gliders on the
market today, with more performance
and better handling than the old model,
and still at a very competitive price.

Formore details, cloth options etc, phone
Russell Dobson at "Airpower Hang
Gliders· 25 Cannichael Road, Oakleigh
East VIC 3166, on (03) 544 5658 or 018
318895.
endorsement procedures before they will
be legally entitled to hook on behind a
tug .....if you know of operations either
aero or ground tow that involve un-endorsed pilots then you are letting down
the side. I can see no point busting our
guts and expending members' money to
produce manuals, procedures,
workshops and certificates if your club or
region are happy to see unlicensed and
unqualified pilots putting themselves and
other pilots at risk. The bottom line is that
this negligence and disregard for maintaining standards threatens the very survival of the sport.
It is time to get tough ... bloody a few
noses (not literally) but get all pilots
LEGAL ... if the members don't want
certificates then there doesn't seem much
point us in the office wasting time and
effort checking them, printing and posting them out ... its like the accident/incident forms ... its up to you!
Competitions and Public Relations
I was heavily involved in local organisation leading up to the Open but have been
overwhelmed by the support of the local
community and feel that handled correct1y the Open either hang gliding or
paragliding present us with the ideal opportunity to really promote our sports in
a very positive manner. The organisers of
these events should liaise very closely with
the National office.

Ian/annan
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Rainbow Beach Christmas Comp 1991

Assembled gliders waiting to get airborne
Story & photos by Robert Keen
The arrival of Christmas and the imminent end ofthe year can be a tiring and
stressful time and the prospect of leaving
it all behind and heading to Rainbow
Beach just south of Fraser Island, for well
earned rest, relaxation and great flying is
annually welcome. This year the Competition was well supported seeing sixty
pilots or more in the air each day, a task
that would keep a control tower full of air
traffic controllers busy. Fortunately, this
year the weather behaved, unlike the previous year, when 'Cyclone Joy' threatened
and the necessary scoring days were completed in three consecutive days from
Boxing Day. Each day the skies were
clear and blue with light to moderate east
to north-east winds that provided suitable
conditions to undertake the tasks set.
With the proliferation of competitions
around the country in the early new year
it was encouraging, after the effort of previous years, to see the largest turnout of
pilots from far and wide, so far . Special
thanks to all those flyers and their friends
and families from the Cairns, Capricorn,
Canungra and Byron Bay clubs, who have
consistently supported the Sunshine
Coast Club's efforts over the years. It was
encouraging to see an enthusiastic contingent of novice and intermediate flyers
with a suitable competitive event in which
they can experience the process, challenge their skills and share experiences
with more experienced pilots. It was less
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heartening however, to see the sport becoming more and more male dominated,
diehards Fran, Bronwyn and Shirley kept
the good name of women in the sport
high, but let's hope that they have more
company in the air in years to come.

juries sustained, but that's not to say there
were no incidents. Of course there were
the usual crumpled uprights and occasional tree and surf landings, but no one
expected the mid air collision which saw
one glider downed, miraculously with no
pilot injury. This incident, in crowded
flying conditions, which can be encountered at any number of sites, was due
to a number of factors including inexperience and inattention, and highlights
the necessity to observe the air rules - not
to become complacent and to give wider
birth to inexperienced pilots. It was good
to see how many pilots helped to retrieve
the glider and attend to the pilot in difficult terrain. As a community of flyers it
is for one's own best interests to look after
one another and not to pursue one's sport
for self gratification alone. Taking the
time to help someone out or share advice
is a way of making the sport healthier,
safer and more enjoyable. It takes a flyer
like Nev Akers who sacrificed his own
flight on the last day to check on the safety
of a pilot who had landed heavily

In the tradition of attempting to provide
a social event as well as a
competition flyin, the eveAerial veiw looking north from Carlo Blow
ning barbeques were well
attended and I now know
the dubious pleasures of a
short order cook after
sweating over what seemed
an acre of bubbling spitting
hot plate, as more than a
hundred mouths queued
and salivated in a restless
wait to have their hunger
satisfied. Apres dinner, the
old favourite spin the
broom provided the usual
cheap laughs as pa~
ticipants spun off into
bushes, became legless and
ate dirt. Speedy and Dick
Lys played minstrels and
made the crowd swoon with
their diverse repertoire, but
mainly the evenings proved
a time to talk and catch up
with both old and new faces. "
Luckily, over the three
days with all the takeoffs,
landings and crowded skies
there were no personal in-
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downwind, to remind us all that we are
part of a small community worth looking
after.
It was satisfying, and a healthy sign of
true camaraderie, to see amongst the helpers and onlookers helping to make the
event a success, some of those who have
left the sport through injury or who were
currently recovering from flying related
accidents - thanks to Ted, Ian, Brenda,
Daryl and Jim. Although not without
some concern, it was great to see Brenda
getting airborne once again in the capable
hands of Ken Hill, though I'm sure she
would have preferred to have been solo.
We all wish her well in her efforts to
return to the sport.
Each year in an attempt to improve the
running and quality of the Competition
the Club has introduced new features.
One of this years innovations, imported
direct from the corporate world, was our
on board computer based scoring system.
Although, plagued by a few bugs, worthy
of attention by Flick Pest Control, the
system showed great potential to streamline the recording of entries and daily
scores. The event also enjoyed some
television coverage after many previous
attempts. Its unfortunate however, that
the media is intent on concentrating on
the negative aspects of the sport which
helps to perpetuate the image of the sport
as dangerous and foolhardy.
Day One

Day one saw clear blue
conditions
with
a
strengthening afternoon
EKE sea breeze. The tasks
for the day included a spot
landing in the Blow and a
distance run to Inskip
Point. From the beginning
Alan Goldsworthy in Ted
McCord's XS showed his
local knowledge and established himself as the man to
beat in the advanced
category, but strong challenges were put out by Tony
Giammichele, John Fielder
and Bronwyn Ahearn. Kurt
Savage in the Intermediate
Category along with Murray Ross and Steve North,
put in strong performances
to beat and in the Novice
Category the competition
proved tight with a number
of pilots taking points, including Brett Moffat, Steve
Chesters, Gunter Lipowitz
and Hugh Ragg.

Scott Pottle soaring the north knob

DayIwo
Day two provided clear conditions with
a lighter afternoon seabreeze. Once
again the tasks for the day saw a spot
landing in the Blow and a distance run to
Inskip Point. Alan Goldsworthy showed
consistency and consolidated his overall

Trophy Winners: Back row - Nev Akers, Bronwyn Aheran, Brett
Moffat, Alan Goldsworthy, Tony Giammichele
Front row - Mu"ay Ross, Steve Chesters, Speedy, Kurt Savage, Neville Thomson

position as leader in the Advanced
Category with Greg Newnham, Tony
Giammichele, Russell Jones, Dave Redman, Neville Warner and Henk Van
Raalte closely following. In the Intermediate Category Kurt Savage showed
his ability with another strong performance, with Steve Neilsen and Glen Wilson keeping up the challenge. In the
Novice Category Peter Shears, Brett Moffat and Matt Savage gained points leaving
the overall positions open.
Day Three
The final day provided fine conditions
with a moderate seabreeze well off to the
east. The final tasks were a speed run and
a spot landing on the beach. The speed
run proved treacherous as the wind was
well off, which meant a headwind task
away from the Blow and a fast downwind
run back into the Blow. Many flyers
found after their downwind leg that their
altitude was marginal to scrape back
through the scoring gate in spectacular
manner.
John Fielder took the Advanced
Category on the day, closely contested by
Alan Goldsworthy, Greg Newnham, Paul
Carter, Speedy and Ken Hill. In the In-
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termediate Category Kurt Savage proved
unbeatable in a commendably consistent
performance, followed by Glen Wilson
and Murray Ross. In the Novice
Category Neville Thomson claimed his
trophy with Brett Moffat, Matt Savage
and Peter Shears making a strong run.

Most Helpful
Flyer
Nev Akers

The overall Competition results were as
follows:

Special thanks to
the Comp's Helpers:

"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
Electronic Tow Meters - $185

Encouragement
Award
Matthew Savage
and Hugh Ragg

RESULTS
Adyanced

North Coast Avionics
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066) 856287

':

Genie the 'Cater- ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
ing Queen', Karen,
Rainbow Supermarket 'Mamas'
Sue, Helen, Beth, Jeanette, Sue, Deb,
Rainbow Beach Hotel Motel
Judy, Tim, and Ted and Jan McCord.
Gazebo Gardens Resort Motel
Thanks also to those pilots who took time
Rainbow Beach Tourist Information
out to lend a hand, Gunter, Dave and
Centre
Murray.
The Hobbit Rainbow Beach
Thanks to the support of the Comp's Pines Store Rainbow Beach
Sponsors:
Phoenix Rainbow Beach Hang Gliding
School
Castle maine Perkins XXXX Brewers
Rainbow Beach Ice
Town and Country Toyota
Northcoast Nissan
Rainbow Beach Caravan Park
Rainbow Waters Holiday Park
Rainbow Meats

1st Alan Goldsworthy
2nd Tony Giammichele & John Fielder
3rd Speedy & Greg Newnham
Intermediate
1st Kurt Savage
2nd Thor North & Glen Wilson
3rd Murray Ross
~

1st Neville Thomson
2nd Brett Moffat
3rd Steve Chesters
Additional Awards
Most Improved Flyer
Bronwyn Ahearn

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
PhonelFax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office use only

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

· Address:
. State:

. Post code:

. Wk

. Sex: M/F

B irthdate:

Payment Details: $

· Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

· Card#:

Signature: . .
HGFAScheduie of Fees
$125 Flying (FULL) Membenhip
$20
PHG Pilots Insurance Le\.y

$15
Trial Instructional Flight.o
7 Days In.urance cover lor 7 days only, paid to the instructor and recorded on the HGFA TIP

Full annual membership provides 12 "Skysailor" issues. Third Party Uability Insurance,
HGFA Ucence and Endorsements as appropriate and lull vo ting privileges at the Club level.
A copy 01 tbe current Operations Manual and a complimentary HGFA Pilot's Log Book.

Form.
Student.o are to be under direct HGFA Instructor supervision.
Can only be issued once and the student has no other benefilJ.

$45

Sbort Term Memberlbip (STM)
This memberlhip is lor student.o undertaking a lull training programme. The STM can only
be renewed once and provides 4 months Third Party Insurance, 3 issues oC "SkysailDr",
privileges 01 attaining a Student or Novice Certificate and the HGFA Pilot Log Book.

Additional lee · Non Flying Memberl
Family members in th is catego ry receive lull voting rights and licences, etc as appropriate
"Skysailo r" will o nly be sent to tbe nominated FULL member 01 the same address.

$25

Visiting Pilot Memberlbip
.
.
.
..
.
.
Adequate insurance cover and licence qualifications are required pnor to lJIue or thl' mem·
berlbip. The membel'1hip is valid lor 4 monlll. with no other privileges.

$50

Non Flying Member. 12 months memberlbip lor non·rlying members, 12 issues 01
"Skysailor" and vo ting privileges.

$45

$70
$15
$35
$25

"Skysailor" Subscription (Australia)

Visiting Pilot Membel'1hip with insurance levy.
This membcnhip is for visiting pilou without adequate Third Party In.urance Cover. The
memberohip i. valid lor 4 montb. witb no other privileges.

$5

FAI Ucence issue

$50
$25
$15

Additional lee · FIRST additional Flying Member
Additio nal lee · ALL other Flying Members

Additional lee - Overseas "Skysailor" (Surface Air Ulted)
Additional lee - Overseas "Skysailor" (Airmail)
Late Payment - Administrative Fee
Reinstatement 01 licences, voting rights, National Ladder points and back issues 01
"Skysailor" il membership lapses beyond 2 montb. 01 renewal date (30th June each year),

The pro rata fees apply only to new members or short term members
applyang for FULL membersllip,
MAR
$4S
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APR
$4S

MAY
$4S

JUN
$4S
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HGFA Back To The Future
A discussion paper on microeconomic
refonn o/the HGFA.

organisations have had to face in recent
times.

This paper is compiled by Ian Jarman,
Executive Director of the HGFA and
stems from workshop sessions at the
Australian Sports Commissions, National
Executive Directors' Workshop held
Wednesday 20 November 1991.

At a second level it is a response to the
25% income loss created by CAA cancellation of the safety contract and adoption
of a total user pays approach to aviation
and the inevitable tightening of Government budget allocations to the sports
commission not to mention the non-funding platform of the opposition, should
they take office in '94.

It is primarily a precise of a presentation/paper given at that workshop by
Martin Stewart-Weeks of the Albany
Consulting Group of Sydney with adaption to our situation by myself.

My thanks and acknowledgments to him
for his insights and trust I have not misrepresented his original concepts.
The purpose of this paper is to motivate
a diverse and uninhibited discussion of
the sports potential and options for
development over the coming years.
The need for urgency in such a radical
departure from the current system stems
initially from the dumping of the safety
contract by CAA and the ultimate handing over of total responsibility for all
95.8,95.10 and 95.32 aircraft and their
operations to the bodies concerned, but
also from my day to day observations of
the meanderings of our sport.
Ian Jarman, Executive Director

February, 1992.

The case for restructuring.
We are at a watershed in the development of our sports in Australia. We can
either go forward, and realise the potential of a sports system whose improved
management capacity will help us to not
simply survive but to make very real and
positive growth throughout all fields of
our operations; or we can mark-time and
let continuing inefficiency, structural
weakness, diminishing funding and the
persistent failure to recognise the true
nature of our business, to erode public
and government confidence in our ability
to manage our sport, both financially and
in the areas of operational safety.
The term restructuring at least at one
level is nothing less than our response to
micro-economic reform ..... a process aU
16

These objectives are consistent for aU
organisations going through the pain of
re-birth.
Simply stated we must work out ways to
use fewer resources, and in our case this
means people (either paid or volunteers)
and money (membership fees) to achieve
better results by improving the way we
work and manage. This is not going to be
easy if you look closely at what the members expect HGFA to do.

''And those are the best constituted bodies, and have the longest
existence, which possess the intrinsic means offrequently renewing
themselves.
And it is a truth clearer than light that, without such renovation, these
bodies cannot continue to exist; and the means of renewing them is to
bring them back to their original principles. "
Nicolo Machiavelli
The Discourses
The third level involves the concept
iterated by Machiavelli, the need for all
organisations to renew themselves in
order to stay vital, viable and able to
progress.
No matter what level you identify as the
most important, the end point remains
pretty much the same .......a strong and
sincere desire to improve the way the
Federation goes about its business.
And no matter where you start we will
be forced to look at ALL aspects of the
way the Federation behaves, operates and
performs.
Good management is not just about the
quality of the organisations structure,
strategies or systems but probably more
importantly how they inter-relate.
There are three major objectives that
must be taken on board to achieve some
success in this process of reform;
1. A capacity to use available resources

more efficiently.
2. A streamlining of organisational
structures and systems.
3. A concern that we respond correctly
to the signs that change is needed in a
more rational organisational behaviour.
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But why is this the time for reform?
Wasn't the struggle to move to a regional
and management board structure painful
enough?
The most cynical view is that we must
reform because CAA has forced our hand
and the ASC has placed restructuring of
sport on the agenda and, as usual, tied it
to the big funding stick ....these were inevitable developments anyway, but this
imminent loss of funding provides not the
reason for restructuring but the
catalyst....an urgency to begin the process
but not the reasons.
The more fundamental reasons that we
must identify hinge around;
... Finding a greater degree of cohesion
and identification between the members
(I will call them shareholders from now
on) at one end and the HGFA both State
and Federal levels at the other end [with
clubs and regional associations some
where in the middle] whose combined
efforts are crucial to our survival.
The fact remains that even under our
somewhat new Regional system our
decision makers are still too far removed
from the work face, and the personnel
required to run nine independent yet
coordinated associations just aren't available, either in numbers nor in ability.
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* reducing costs by focussing resources
more accurately into things that really
matter.
Really matter to who? To our
shareholders primarily, but also to the
Federal, State and Local Government
authorities that provide us access to both
airspace and land space, and finally the
general public and their perceptions as to
whether we are sane and sensible enough
to be allowed to control our own fate.

* to establish a system best able to provide the safety and operational standards
expected, by attracting good people to
work for the sport either as employees or
as volunteers.
As Japanese management consultant
Kennichi Ohmae claims, ifwe are to be at
all successful our target must be
"the Sustained Creation Of Value For
Our Customer. "
In reality we are in the market place
competing with all other sport and leisure
activities. We must therefore be better at
giving our customers, (and it is worth
pausing to think about who they really
are,or should be) what they want, and to
do that not just by chance or for a brief
introductory period, but over the extended time of their involvement with our
operations.
WHY IS IT SO HARD?
The first step must be, trying to come to
grips with why reform is so difficult and
painful.
Stewart-Weeks in his work of consulting
other sporting bodies on reform and
restructuring has identified several
themes as to why this process of change
meets so much opposition, and appears
so hard.
Structural weakness - a political not an
enterprise system
Our weakness and historic inability to
really meet the challenges 'in good time'
stems from the tradition of not seeing our
operations as an enterprise or business in
the broadest sense.

and to varying degrees catering only for
the interests of a small group of State
(regional) associations ... . not the
shareholders.
We share the same weaknesses as our
National Political structure ....that is, distinct and therefore usually divided entities acknowledging only the most
tenuous sense of cohesion and shared
destiny. AGMs and conventions more
often than not spend valuable time and
shareholders resources squabbling over
state or regional differences of attitude,
perception or even worse opinion. It is
interesting that this attitude is overtly in
opposition to our basic and original constitutional tenants.
The most fundamental of which is the
commitment to overall development of
our sport.
Stewart-Weeks identified that much of
his work in other sport boiled down to
finding ways to reduce the tension and
distance between "us" and "them". The
unnerving reality is that there is in fact no
difference at all.
S-Weeks quotes from the Equestrian
Federation's treasurer's report at their
1991AGM;

own radio!
ICOM IC40G
UHF RADIO
AT A GREAT PRICE!
Australia's best selling UHF radio.
Talk direct or use repeater stations
on the crystal clear FM band - a
great safety back up radio! LCD
display, progammable scan & background lighting. For pilots & crew
this compact (6" tall), powerful (5
watts) ni-cad battery powered radio
is a real winner.
12 months factory guarantee.

DISCOUNT PRICE. ONLY $550
ICOM headset with PH $ 95.00
Post & insurance $16

OTHER GREAT ICOM ADD-ONS
Emergency battery pack
ICOM radio sholder strap
Car charger 12v!'ii1h filter
Car window, radio holder
Long life Ni-Cad battery
Drop-In fast charger

$ 29.00
$ 24.00
$ 39.00
$ 25.00
$159.00
$159.00

ICOM A-20
AIRBAND RADIO

"rather, I have chosen to describe 90/91
as 'the year the Federation woke up'.
What, I hear people saying, did the
Federation wake up to? The answer, I
believe is simple;the Federation woke up
to the fact that privilege is always matched
with obligations as pleasure frequently is
with pain. In turn the Branches
(regions/states in our case) who are 'the
members' of the Federation, suddenly
realised that the them to whom they so
often referred,is in fact us."

Want to fly near the
cloud base or at licenced
airfields'? Fly safe with
the aircraft band iCOM
A-20, programmable
scan, 16 memory channels, emergency frequency access, clear LC
display, night light, eru:!
an easy to use navigation function!
LIMITED OFFER
free carry case &
free AC & DC chargers.

The ultimate solution is to recognise
that having separately constituted and
legally independent organisations at State
and Federal level is a luxury we can longer
afford.

Post & insurance $18

We operate under an outmoded political structure and I use the word political
in its worst sense.

We fall for the inevitable trap of considering our organisation as essentially
amateur. This rather traditional view
restrains us from recognising not just the
value, but the overall imperative that we
start seeing ourselves as professional.

Despite all the rhetoric at AGMs the
fact is that the HGFA since its inception
has run as a relatively closed organisation,
restrained by a 19th century constitution,

Because, as a non-profit organisation
we have no conventional 'bottom line' by
which to measure our performance, we
need to know how best to manage, how
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Own your

SKYSAILOR

ONLY $659.00

We sell FLASH trikes (all legal) also the
Drifter and the Sky Fox ultralight aircraft.
Fly- in and try one!

YES Mail, phone or Fax your orders to
us. Bankcard, Visa, Mastercard OK.
Prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305 , (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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what has been achieved
against the planned results.

best to structure and how best to operate
and then ensure that only those qualified
and motivated are placed in the positions
necessary to achieve that level of performance and efficiency more usually associated with the successful business.

They present an updated
plan and budget, and so it
goes.

Narrow and misleading definition of
"accountability"
One ofthe insights identified as holding
sporting bodies back is the misleading
notion that accountability is about ensuring that as many decisions as possible are
taken by, or at least referred to, as many
different people as possible regardless of
their capacity to contribute or their direct
involvement in either the fmal decision or
its consequences. This is exacerbated by
the board being burdened with the
responsibility of having to attend meetings with a pre-determined set of inviolable instructions from which no matter
what new or persuasive evidence may be
presented, they can not change the way
they cast their judgement.
This is neither democratic nor decisionmaking nor, in any real sense, accountability in action.
The Soviet Union used to run such a
system.
Weeks suggest that the most accountable structure likely to work within organisations such as ours (remembering
that no system is perfect) would involve a
small, properly qualified board or
management committee (the title is irrelevant) putting together a detailed
strategy for action ( we would call this our
Development Plan), and an associated
financial plan (otherwise known as a
budget) for the endorsement of the organisations shareholders (members).
After that, the members have no further
input to decision making or management
unless the board needs to vary the plan
significantly or change a basic constitutional premise, which must always belong
to the members, not the managers.
Members are kept regularly informed
and have a positive obligation to inform
themselves about activities and decisions,
but as they chose the mangers, they must
leave them to get on with the job.
At the end of the year those managers
etc front up to the members and report on
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The members, of course,
retain the right to choose
and, if necessary, dismiss
their
directors
or
managers.
Outmoded definition of
members
As stated earlier the concept of clubs being members of regions/states and "A bit stronger & it will be perfect ... " (glider unknown)
the regions/states being the
photo Da"en Wallace
members of the HGFA
Others will take the stance that change
leads to the scenario that the further up
the system we travel the further away we is motivated by vested interest.
get from those people who are one of the
In either case you can expect those that
two most important customers we have - feel threatened by change to fight against
those that fly or compete at any level.
it very hard.The prospect of perhaps radical
change brings with it are-distribution
Over recent years the biggest single
complaint has been that HGFA has no of power and influence. But this it must
meaningful relationship with members at - do if it is to succeed.
the flying site.
An organisation unwilling to confront

-

They can't identify what HG FA actually
does for them.
Secondly, HGFA has no tradition of
working directly with or for the mass base
of participation ...it is always via a second
or third agency.. thus we are missing the
chance of creating real value for our customers, nor are we in any position to
utilise their skills and strengths, and nor
are we able to broaden or strengthen our
weak and volatile fmancial base without
resorting to membership fee hikes.
We have indeed lost sight of our customers and their needs. Our state and
federal boards are almost immune from
the members who really have little or no
chance of staking a claim to what should
be their rightful place at the top of the
management agenda. In that context we
have become totally unaccountable and
unanswerable in any real sense of the
words.
Vested interest
At a glance only those who gain fmancial reward from the sport would be
recognised as having vested interests to
protect, but also those that have come to
enjoy the power and influence of their
positions may find the reality of change
daunting.
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and challenge those that are obstructing
necessary reforms where the potential
benefits are for the players is an organisation that is unwilling to take itself seriously. And if the organisation can place no
importance on moving ahead, or taking
itself seriously, why should anyone else?
Poor people decisions
One of our common errors in the past
has been that we struggle to find people
just to do any job, instead of finding the
right people for the jobs that have to be
done. We must start treating volunteers as
if they were unpaid staff. That means
treating them as paid employees - making
sure they have a clear and meaningful job
to do, and that some one takes enough
interest to make sure they have the
capacity (both ability and resources) to
get on with the job, making sure they are
acknowledged and rewarded for the work
they do and results achieved.
After all changing the shape of the organisation is one thing. Moving the lines
to redefine the boxes is all well and good,
but in the end what really matters is getting the right people in the those boxes.
How much time does it take?
It will take a long time.
March 1992

Machiavelli reminds us, by constantly
going back to the future.
Although the proposals that will emerge
will seem radically different from our current position in a structural sense, what
we are in fact doing is a thorough re-appraisal of the original mission or core purpose for the organisation and the
considerable distance which now stands
between those fundamental ambitions
and where the Federation fmds itself right
now.
If we define a sense of mission which
clearly locks the organisation into satisfying the needs of its customers and
shareholders, that in itself will be a structural discipline which will keep the organisation honest and on its toes.

Jeff Robertson, landing approach to eastern take-off at
Stan well Park - p Catherine Gilliand
Simply communicating ideas and concepts such as presented here, as well as
the financial and job description details to
a huge and disparate membership base
spread across this vast land will take time.
Then grinding through the details and
questions, doubts and concerns which
are all legitimate, refining the proposals
based on feedback from endless and time
consuming meetings is a process that will
demand not only the greatest in stamina
but an unswerving commitment to seeing
the sport move ahead.
Prospects and priorities
We need to develop an organisation that
is market driven, delivering new and exciting ways to create value and safety for
our customers. We need to take ourselves
seriously enough to set our people the
highest standards of performance for
both paid and unpaid workers. We will
need to keep the mission clearly more
important than the people whose job it is
to make it a reality.
We will start by finding ways of financing more and more of our activities, and
priorities from our own efforts, ideally
from the users and beneficiaries of those
activities and operations.
We must discover ways of building our
thin and volatile financial base into something more secure.
We must think long and hard whether
the 19th century notions of sport management, which currently separate management and accountability from our core
March 1992

purpose of serving our majority
shareholders the recreational pilot, is
able to provide us with a viable structure
with which to face the 21st century.
We ought not to tolerate any longer the
situation in which the interest of customers appears to always come second to
the interest of second level management
structures ..ie clubs and associations.
To be effective we should have;

And if we reinforce that structural
change with a financial reliance on those
same customers and shareholders, it is
going to be a lot harder to wander too far
away from the main game.
As a sport we are not alone in this quest
for a new order, in fact many aviation
sports are also baring their entrails to
close inspection, in an attempt to return
to their roots of working for their members.
As Machiavelli concludes;

'" a clear sense of mission and a supportive internal environment that reinforces
that sense of mission.
'" A system of rewards and incentives,
not necessarily monetary, but always tangible and which reflect the mission.

"There is nothing more difficult to take
in hand, more perilous to conduct, or
more uncertain in its success, than to take
the lead in the introduction of a new order
of things"

'" The flexibility and confidence to encourage innovation
and risk taking in pur- .--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----,
suit of new ways to give
our customers better
value.

PROFESSIONAL

'" A matching of
authority with responsibility, so that people
at each level know they
can get something
done.

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222
Alan Daniel

'" Accountability
The reform or
change process is
something which successful organisations
are doing all the time,
constantly renewing
themselves,as

Wingtech Pty Ltd
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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Paraglider Test Report
Corrado Challenger
by Patrice Bonnefond (member of
French National Team) published in
Parapente Mensuel October 1991
... said to be the canopy giving the most
stress-free flying ever. Here we put this to
the test.
This new paraglider has been launched
after a full year of R&D by Herbert Hofbauer and Armin Graf, the directors and
master minds of Pro Design, Innsbruck,
Austria.
Before marketing the Challenger, the
ACPUL/FSVL test programme was done
and it achieved Grade A on all 12 aspects
of the flight piloted with the Pro-Design
cross-braced harness. Only one Grade B
with eleven As was noted when flown
without cross-bracing, the B being for
asymmetric tuck recovery.
The bag for the canopy is traditional and
provides sufficient space for your harness
even if it is bulky. In the side pocket you
get a full User Manual together with the
speed system. Out of the bag the low
aspect ratio of the canopy is evident and
the distinctive multi-coloured pyramid in
the centre catches your eye. Stitching is
internal on the upper surface and external
below which makes for easier repairs if
necessary. The leading edge has large
open cells across the whole span and they
have a 10 em deep band of mesh across
the lower part of each entry. Mylar flares
help control the proftle.

All the tabs to which the suspension
lines lead are anchored with strong nylon
tape going right through the canopy to the
upper surface which is the best method of
distributing the load.
A three-riser system is provided with
the rigging of A and B lines forked laterally and the other lines in double pyramid
leading to a total of five bands of tabs. One
would wish to see colour coded risers and
different coloured lines going to the ears.
The material used is Porcher 42 gm
woven in France from ICI nylon 6.6 and
the lines are in Spectra 1.2 mm from Germany.

Launching
Although there are triple risers and the
lines are 1.2 mm, the pre-flight check
proves easy and as always, essential. The
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links have transparent plastic covers to
keep them tight.
Launching from a grassy slope with a
gentle breeze straight on, taking just the
A risers, I set off quite slowly. The canopy
hardly holds me back and looking up it is
already overhead. I continue the launch
and am airborne in three steps.
This canopy inflates and lifts very easily
indeed and steadies itself over your head
where it can be kept flying obediently
without tipping over. I liked the way the
canopy takes the full load on launch, as I
said just three steps and you're flying;
great for sites where take off space is
limited.
In a stronger breeze the canopy will
check you in a forward launch. The smallest of brake input is then desirable to
prevent it overshooting and straight away
you are flying.
It is best to launch using both A and B
risers to avoid any possible tuck prior to
take off. Now let's go on to some real
flying.

In flight
In straight flight with just a little brake I
can feel a canopy that is very stable and
with no oscillation, maybe not so fast but
I am right at the bottom of the recommended weight for this Challenger 23 at
65 kg fully kitted up.
Then several tests of the speed system
applied full on showed me that this is a
very safe canopy with hardly any risk at all
of front tucks even at high speed with
brakes released.
At the slower end of the speed range I
had to take wraps on the brake lines to get
enough in to get near the stall point. Here
the canopy begins to rustle and shake
some time before it goes backwards giving
the pilots lots of time to react.
Turns
The amount of brake input designed-in
for this is correct and the reaction of the
Challenger is instantaneous and the turn
very precise. It does not start to sink and
maintains its glider angle and there is not
risk at all of getting into any kind of spin.
In very tight turns and in turbulence I can
hear the canopy rustle overhead but this
has no effect on the flying characteristics.

Thermalling
On the site of Bisane it's 13.00 hrs and
small cumulus are beginning to form over-
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head ... let's go. I unfold the Challenger,
check and buckle the harness and away.
The right wing sniffs out lift straight away
and I feel it pulling me and braking on that
side I get into the core. It seems quite
narrow so I'm firm on the controls and
turn very tight and there I am, right in
there at a steady 3 m/sec up or more. The
Challenger climbs really well and I'm at
cloudbase in less than 10 minutes. What
more can I say? The canopy behaves really well with such a tight thermalling
capability. For hunting out small bubbles
of lift a test in a harness without crossbracing and with low hang points gave
increased feel in the turns.

Controls
My first impression was how gentle the
brake pressure was. Only after a full two
hours of flight did I begin to get a bit tired
in the arms. Finding min sink position is
easy with no need to apply much brake at
all. The Challenger likes to fly with almost
no brake most of the time owing to its
remarkably flat polar curve.
Special Manoeuvres
Despite slightly long risers you can get it
to big-ear very easily as soon as you have
reached the outer A lines. Two of these
(each side) is plenty for getting 5 to 6 cells
under on both sides and this gives a sink
rate of between 3 to 3.5 m/sec. Slightly
more radical is B risering. This is achieved
effortlessly and gives you a descent rate
over 7 m/sec. On releasing the B risers
progressively the canopy regains normal
flight without provoking any tucks. And
for those of you who don't get dizzy you
can go from your 360s into a spiral dive to
attain a sink rate of more than 8 m/sec. I
can't say exactly because my vario went off
the scale. Recovery is trouble free but
anticipate some surge as you convert.
Performance
The manufacturer recommends the Challenger as a training canopy and for recreational club flying. My various tests have in
fact revealed a good performance canopy
with min sink around 1.4 m/sec and although 'normal' speed is not high this can
be overridden with the accelerator (add
on speed system) . However it is very user
friendly and any beginner can expect to fly
it safely.

Continued on page 25 ...
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ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER

CHALLENGER C (EXPERT)

Safety and Performance
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease of handling. Suitable for both
intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating.
High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert
only and intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise the sceptics. From $4290
FLASH - Expert performance that the mere mortal can harness. A finely tuned lightning fast canopy for un-compromising results.
Speed in excess of 40 km/hr and LID 7 + make this the canopy for the serious pilot. AcpulslDHV certification. From $3800
MALIBU - The ultimate ridge soaring machine, a superb thermalling canopy that gives lift on the lightest breeze. Incredible light
wind performance allows flying when conditions are too light for other canopies. A perfect partner for the hang glider for those
light days. Gtitesiegel Class 2 : 1.5.52.1/2/3. From $3450
STELLAR - High performance plus high security to put the pilot at ease. An excellent all rounder to suit the discerning
intermediate pilot. Acpuls Class AlB. From $3300
CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate class, its reputation is well deserved, good performance
under varied conditions as well as good-naturedness in difficult piloting situations. New type of speed system extends speed
range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning and intermediate pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3350
FD/JAGUAR - Already a classic in Europe with over 5000 sold. Exceptionally easy to launch, very stable and forgiving, makes
this an ideal first canopy, especially for the inland pilot. A canopy with confidence inspiring stability. Gtitesiegel Class 1 : GS
01-098-89, Acpuls Pl-45, 46. From $2590
Like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes
Hand held UHF 5 Watt radios from an amazing $429.
start from $585 with long or short bridle.
Hall wind speed indicators - $40.00.
Back protectors - several types available.
Pro-Design T-shirtslWind Cheaters
Wind socks and Blixt Gordon flight overalls.
Model Paragliders - small and large sizes.

Special This Month
Save up to $1000 on superseded and demonstration canopies.

Garry Stevenson

Phone 018 351389 BH, AU/Fax 052 432185
March 1992
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Powered Flight
Have you ever had that sinking feeling
that you know you're going to have to land
because there is not enough up?! If only
there was a bit more lift somewhere that
would take you up again. That's what I
used to feel like.
After a few years of cross country flying
back in the early eighties and too much
waiting for someone to come and pick me
up, I thought "There has got to be a better
way".
A couple of my friends had bought
Kasperwings which are flying wing motor
gliders. So I persuaded them to let me
have a fly. Far out! These were good
machines in the right hands, but I felt that
they could be improved upon. So I built
one.
I modified the wing to make it more
stable in the air. I put a Kawasaki 440 with
electric start, Manta reduction and a 3
blade prop, to get a better climb. 20 inch
lightweight heavy duty wheels with a
suspension system to take care of those
hidden pot holes and give better prop
clearance.

It flew perfectly the first time. It only
needed one modification. It has been
flying brilliantly ever since. What's it like?
Hit the electric start and the engine contentedly idles away, open the throttle and
she catapults you up to where it is working. Start centring in on the lift and start

easing the throttle back and as you work
up height, switch off and enjoy the peace
and serenity that all hang glider pilots
know. With a glide of 12:1, helped by the
faired cockpit, pick out where you want to
go. Sitting in your swing seat harness
(supine) you don't feel that much different than flying your hang glider.
Want to land in the paddock below? Let
the wheels and suspension soak up the
bumps instead of your legs. Want to fly
again? Hit the start switch and blast off.
That's what I've been doing for about 6
years. Now I am a confirmed petrol head
and teach in Drifter ultralights on the
weekends. My Kasper sits in the hangar
and waits for me to fly it once every couple
of months.
This machine is immaculate and looks
like new and is looking for a new owner.
It is just aching for someone to come and
fly it regularly and do it justice.
It has a specially modified 6' x 4' trailer
that it packs onto and is easily transportable, all that is needed is a towbar.
You would need to be a good intermediate to fly it without much trouble and
it is registered as a 95.10 aircraft with
Australian Ultralight Federation.

If you would like to venture out into
some great flying, this machine might be
your avenue for $4,950 ono. Ring Mahl
Oakes (07) 8484177 for more information
and pictures.

Minutes of Women
Pilots' Meeting
held at Tumut Aeroc/ub during the
Australian Open Competition 1992
Present:
Toni Noud, Birgit Svens, Tove Heaney,
Fran Wing, Bronwyn Ahern, Helen RossSmith, Jo McNamara, Sonja Woolridge,
Jenny Ganderton, Leith Silva, Elize Kellet, Liz Hird
Points agreed on:
Birgit to continue to represent women on
the Competition Committee.
Women's Committee formed within
HGFA, pending acceptance of "terms of
reference" at next HGFA Board meeting
in Perth in March.
The rep on the competition committee
should be in the Women's Committee to
assist prompt feedback to women pilots.
Co-ordinator
& Secretary:
Promotion
& Communication:
Treasurer:

Birgit Svens
Sonja Woolridge
Leith Silva

Committee Member and state rep for distribution of info:
Old:
NSW&ACf:
Vic& Tas:
SA&WA:

Fran Wing
JoMcNamara
Heather Stricek
Birgit Svens

Aims and objectives outlined but not yet
finalised.
Funds of $2000 are available for
Women's pre-World championship in
Japan 15 - 25 April to a team of six pilots.

The Kasperwing

Prepare a proposal to hold a Women's
World Championships in Bright,
Australia.
Promote women in sport. Let Sonja
Woolridge know your good flights, media
coverage and similar things achieved.
Fly-ins to be organised for encouragement and team flying. Time and places
suggested for 1992 are listed.
A Womens Open Comp to be held approx November 1992 as encouragement
for lower rated pilots, to learn from each
other, fly against but also fly together,
practise reading maps etc. Promotion of
women in hang gliding.
Women learning to fly:
Toni Noud, Tove Heaney and Marie Jef24
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fery have a lot of experience in teaching.
They are willing to submit guidelines for
instructors as there are often difficulties
specific for women.

Fran Wing
PO Box 8405
Mt Pleasant Qld 4740
079576145

Guidelines re fundraising for the
Australian Worn ens team to be submitted
and discussed and agreed upon.

Heather Stricek
PO Box 308
Bright Vic 3741
057 551503 Fx 551770

Proposed dates for 1992 flyins

Conclusion
Pro· Design offers us here a safe canopy
that can be recommended to pilots of all
levels. It has a very respectable perfor.
mance and a quality of finish that you
cannot fault. I enjoyed its turning abilities,
its low sink rate and its responsiveness; a
friendly canopy that should please
everyone despite being in the slightly
higher price range. For me, I couldn't do
without the speed system. It is not the
highest speed canopy on the market but
how many pilots do you know who want
to go flying in winds over 35 km/h?

Time
Easter
June long weekend
October (1 week)

Corrado Challenger from $3350. For
further information and/or a demonstra·
tion, contact:

Print a summary of information relevant
to women pilots in Skysailor.
Running cost ofWomens Committee at
this stage is from our own pockets.
Further details can be had from the
pilots listed below:
Leith Silva
Lot 5 Pacific Highway
Johns River NSW 2443
065565011
Jo McNamara &
Toni Noud
17 Domville Rd
Otford NSW 2508
042942305
Sonja Woolridge
16 Station St
Whitebridge NSW 2290
049497197/499199

r-----------------------------~

:LContinued
from page 22 ... :
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Area

Mt Buffalo
Eungella
SEQldComp
Mid North Coast
NSW Regionals
Cooplacurripa
The Watagans
The Watagans
Women's Open
Venue to be decided

Birgit Svens
U6/lA Brook St
Torrens Park SA 5062
08 2721337 W 2230230/4888

Birgit Svens

August

Responsible
Heather Stricek
Fran Wing?
Byron Bay/
Canungra Club?
Leith Silva?

1st weekend Oct
1St weekend Sept
1st weekend Nov

John Hayman &
Rick Duncan

1 week November

?

Varios for '92
Treat Yourself- .... . ----.,=:.\
.-.-~
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Geelong Ph 018 351389/052 432185

FLiGHTCOMp II
ALTIMETER - VARIOMETER

• ISmm LCD Altimeter Display to 20,000 feet
• Analog Variometer Display +/- 1000 ft/min
• Temperature and Altitude Compensated
• Universal Clamp fits Standard and Flared Bars

Australian Made - $560 rrpl

BRAUN IGER (Germany)

CAll Today for more Information
Universal Camera Mount - $75
Distributed by:

TRIUS
TECHNOLOGY
March 1992

For many years BRAUNIGER have built a
reputation in Europe and Japan for excellence
in design and function. NOW they are
available in Australial Ask anyone who has
flown with one and they will only recommend
them. They all have the unique circular LCD
Variometer and Digital Altitude display. All
models are for use on Hanggliders or
Paragliders. ASI and Flight Recording are
options. Models PII, PIlI, LCD VI, LCD VII.
German design and quality. From $710.

Phone I Fax
(02) 982 4349
Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Also avilable from:
High Adventure - (065) 56 5265
Air Support - (02) 450 2674
Jim Allen - (02) 938 3961

PO Box 634 Dee Why NSW 2099 Australia
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XC League
As I send this off there are 6 weeks left until the end of the XC League season. Although the spring on the east coast was very
dry especially in Qld, many pilots hoping to put in good flights after all the competitions were finished have been frustrated by the
wet fortnight in early Feb. (It is still raining in Qld in mid Feb.) So far there are no flights submitted that go near to those of previous
years.
For those wondering what the XC League is about and what are the rules, get hold of Skysailor issues Oct. and Nov. '90. Don't
wait to be told, just send in your entry fee with your 1st flight. Use flight submission forms from previous years, they're still the same
and a pilot in your club should have some. There are some reasonable sponsor's prizes (see last year) including $100 to the first
pilot to better the hang gliding O&R record by 10% AND have 5 flights entered and accepted in the League.
Paraglider pilots!, please pull your fingers out and make something of your comp, Yves is getting lonely.
HANG GLIDING
Jenny Ganderton
Len Paton
Rohan Holtkamp
Duncan Richardson
Scott Tucker
Peter Hood
Peter Bolton

NSW
NSW
Vic
ACT
Old
SA
SA

Flightl

Flight 2

Flight 3

Flight 4

FlightS

Total

24.11.91 D
68.6 221

26.12.91 Rc
70
603

11.1.92 GI
160.5 639

14.1.92 GI
141.8 564

2.2.92 D
68.8 221

2248

5.11.91 D
82.2 265

1.12.91 D
89.2 287

10.12.91 G
121.5 484

8.1.92 GI
107.7 429

13.1.92 GI
102.5 408

1873

11.1.91 Dl
160 515

13.1.91 GI
141.8 564

23.11.91 D
70.5 227

8.1.92 GI
107.7 429

15.1.92 GI
76.5 305

23.4.91 Rc
32.5 280

2.6.91 D
34.6 112

11.8.91 G
19.5 76

11.1.92 DI
136.9 441

12.1.92 Dl
254
78.8

695

1.4.91 D
51.8 167

17.11.91 D
110.3 355

522

1.12.91 Rc
15.6 624

29.12.92 DI
456
27.3

1079
961
22.9.91 D
36.6 118

23.11.91 D
73
235

821

PARAGLIDING
Yves Gilliand

NSW

1.2.92 GI
29.2 595

Categories
D Open Distance
G Nominated Goal
ROut & Return
T Triangle

Hang Gliding
3.22 pts/km
3.98 pts/km
8.59 ptslkm
7.3 pts/km

Paragliding
16.6 7 ptslkm
20
ptslkm
40
ptslkm
40
pts/km

c - completed task

u - uncompleted task

1- National ladder competition

Each flight is recorded in the following format:

date category
distance score

For rules and XC League "kit" please send $5 to:

Len Paton
"Boganol"
Henry Lawson Way
Ph 068 537220
Forbes 2871
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1992 VICTORIAN OPEN
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
QUIT MT. COLE CHALLENGE
Round 1 - 29/1/Cf2
Mt. Buangor - Mamoo
Distance: 76.4kms
1st
Craig Docherty
2nd
Helen Ross-Smith
3rd
Michael Hoyne

46.8kms
39.1kms
37.6kms

Round 2 - 30/1/Cf2
Mt. Buangor - Landsborough - Elmhurst
Distance: 55.1kms
37.8kms
1st
Harry Summons
37.3kms
2nd
Michael Hoyne
37.2kms
3rd
Rohan Holtkamp
Round 3 - 31/1/Cf2
Mt. Buangor - Joel Joel - Landsborough
Distance: 48.3kms
43.2kms
Peter Bolton
1st
42.4kms
Steve Trone
2nd
40.3kms
Geoff
Dossetor
3rd
Round 4 - 1/2/Cf2
Mt. Buangor - Crow lands Landsborough - Landsborough West
Distance: 43.3kms
119mins
1st
Rob Ruge
39.2kms
2nd
Birgit Svens
39.1kms
3rd
Ray Cassar
Round 5 - 2/2/Cf2
Ben Nevis - Waubra
Distance: 42kms
1st
Colin MacRae
2nd
Craig Docherty
3rd
Isabelle Pia get

38.9kms
29.0kms
27.1kms

Round 6 - 3/2/Cf2
Mt. Buangor - Raglan - Lexton
Distance: 30kms
1st
Patrick Jenny
2nd
Michael Hoyne
3rd
Wesley Hill

58mins
66mins
68mins

Raglan - Beaufort - Streatham Rd. railway cro~sing Raglan
Distance: 25kms
1st
Gerry Gerus
55mins
2nd
Urs Maag
57mins
3rd
Patrick Jenny
61min~
= 4th
Rohan Holtkamp
Mmins
= 4th
Andy Watson
64mins
= 6th
Peter Bolton
65mins
= 6th
Rob Ruge
()5mins

OVERALL RESULTS
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th

4055 pts
Patrick Jenny
4054
Michael Hoyne
3588
Urs Maag
3399
Rob Ruge
3354
Rohan Holtkamp
3320
Ray Cassar
3287
Wesley Hill
3271
Geoff Dossetor
3253
Gerry Gerus
3227
Peter Bolton
3187
Craig Docherty
3179
Colin MacRae
3120
Steve Trone
3055
Andy Watson
3053
Philipp Stchli
3036
Alan Beavis
2886
Warren Hall
2739
Harry Summons
2737
Isabelle Piaget
2631
Peter Greenhill
2578
Birgit Svcns
2512
Ian Haigh
2439
Helen Ross-Smith
Rob Van der Klooster 2256
2247
Judith Goldstone
2195
Pat Finch
2141
Greg Smart
1836
Kurt Schciwiller
L812
Sue Hansen
1782
Peter Roper

1992 VICTORIAN CHAMP. - Michael Hoyne
Round 7 - 4/2/Cf2
Ben Nevis - Raglan - Beaufort Streatham Rd. railway xing - Raglan
Distance: 46.5kms
1st
U rs Maag
1 L6mins
2nd
Gerry Gerus
BOmins
3rd
Patrick Jenny
134mins
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1st B Grade - Ray Cassar
2nd B Grade - Wesley Hill
1st C Grade - Craig Docherty
2nd C Grade - Steve Trone
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Landing : the Importance

With Thanks

Of Posture
By Lex Jones
With the advent of higher performance, more responsive
gliders and modern harnesses, some pilots are having difficulty
controlling their gliders on final and during the landing procedure.
Many harnesses have a tendency to hold the pilots torso at a
45° angle forward when in hang. This is great for that strong run
on take off and easily slipping into prone, but on final it is a
disadvantage.
Once your torso is at a different angle than your legs ie, torso
at 4SO, legs vertical, you have an upper bodyllower body split.
This allows your weight to pivot around your hang point instead
of being effectively shifted. As directional control relies on
effective weight shift, the pivoting/twisting caused by incorrect
posture reduces directional control dramatically.
This posture also causes major problems with flaring the glider
in limiting the amount of pitch input. Try it yourself. Stand
upright and raise your arms directly above your head a la
textbook, light/sti11 wind landing flare. Next, put your arms by
your sides, bend forward at the hips until your torso is at 45°'s
and attempt the full flare position. Obviously, a full flare from
this position is impossible.
To correct the natural tendencies of the harness you must make
a conscious effort on final to arch your back and remain as
upright as possible. Merely arching your back will make your
body hang nearly vertical - a slight downward pressure on the
uprights completes the transition into vertical hang position.
Also, keep your shoulders parallel to your base-bar when
applying roll inputs. It is impossible to twist your body around
your hang point when your shoulders are parallel to the base bar.
Again, effective weight shift.
Also, cross your ankles. OK, so you look like a 'woos' but who
cares? It gives you pendulum stability and limits the upper
bodyllower body split particularly under bumpy conditions when
you want maximum effective weight shift (control).
So, in summary, here is your final approach check list.
At no less than 100 feet (inland) you are in hang, flying straight
into the landing area: shoulders back, chest out, back arched,
ankles crosses, body upright, loose grip (with slight downward
pressure to keep your body vertical).
Pull on speed and fly it in, knowing that you can effectively
control your direction and that you have the correct posture to
give a full flare to finish your landing.
And lets face it, a controlled approach finished with a full flare
makes flying with your ankles crossed look like the right way to
do it.

Hovering, dipping, swooping, you lead on
Soaring blue skies like a bird on wing
You rollick in the winds, while we dream on
The purest of highs is the gift you bring
For us, you carve majestic wings of precision
Patience and care smooth over frustration
For many a young fledgling, flight a foggy vision
Yet you pick up the pieces without hesitation
Wise words like magic, our wings do coat
A grand new sensation to rise, roll and bank
With the grace of an eagle, our dreams we float
For this beautiful gift, many many thanks.

SKY CYCLES PTY LTD
We have trikes new & used in
stock ready for immediate
delivery
Trikes
II

Skylink Systems Hornet B.C.A.R. Section S
fully certified legal side by side 2 seater
(dealer enquiries welcome)

II

AirBorne Edge 582 LC (not currently certified)

II

Pegasus Q

Qualified instruction available
Hang gliders
II

AirBorne Blitz

II

AirBorne Sting

II

Mars 150 as new
Phone for further information or test fly
John Goodrich

So, check your posture on final and happy landings.

BId. 22 Second Ave, Moorabbin Airport
Mentone Vic

Phone (03)
March 1992
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South East Queensland Regional Titles 1991
Venue Canungra
The Regionals were run again last year
over 3 weekends, to try to entice all the
local club pilots to compete. This apparently didn't work with poor representation from the Sunshine Coast Club.
Maybe this was because it was held in the
Canungra area.
Day 1 - Beechmont. The wind was over
the back at Tamborine and over the back
at Beechmont when we arrived. We set a
task of 50.7 km and opened the window
for open window launch. Just as the
seabreeze hit pilots started to launch. Because we waited for the seabreeze to hit
it made the window very short for gettin~
over the back with only 15 pilots getting
away. Jon Durand 1st being the only one
to make goal. Tony Knight 2nd and Dave
Stevens 3rd, both landing near 1st
turnpoint.
Day 2 - Tamborine was on with light
westerlies blowing. We set a 53 km out
and return. A great day's flying with 10
pilots making goal. First home and 1st for
the day was Phil Pritchard, 2nd Ken Hill
and 3rd was Geoff Tulloch.
Day 3 the following weekend. Back to
Beechmont with the wind blowing SE. We
called open window with soar able conditions and a straight line task to Boonah
50.7km. Gordo who can never sit on the
hill, was first off and had made goal before
most had launched.
With gaggles getting away very slowly in
cycles. Fourteen pilots maqe goal making
launch time and time spent ridge soaring
very crucial. Phil Pritchard 1st, Brian
Braby 2nd, Geoff Tulloch 3rd.
4th Day - Lighter winds swinging NE in
the afternoon meant back to Beechmont.
The window was called open, but
everyone waited till the seabreeze started
to hit, except Gordo. Offhe went, landing
at Kooralbyn airstrip to make goal some
65.6 km after two turnpoints. The only
other pilot to make goal was Jon Durand
with Phil Pritchard 3rd, landing at 2nd
_ turn point. A very low validity day worth
309 points due to a high percentage of the
field not flying ten kilometres. They have
to learn to launch before the seabreeze
not after.
'
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5th Day - The first day of the 3rd
weekend. Strong westerly forecast so off
~o Tamborine. The wind kept increasing
In strength so the day was called off. We
had a barby organised that evening with
the Enterprise Team and Russ Duncan
from Airborne arriving for the weekend.
The afternoon activities included drinking, tall stories, tennis and a friendly game
of touch or tackle football then of course
more drinking and tall stories. Carl
Braden gave a talk on Cross Country
flying and then more drinking. I think
Mort won the day and received a free leg
and eyebrow shave for his efforts.
The next day, Round 5. A great looking
day with lighter winds at Tamborine. Task
straight line to Lake Moogerah, distance
62.1. No one made goal with a little front
pushing through half way to goal and the
wind picking up to about 25 knots. With
cloudbase also lifting up over the 10,000
foot mark, the headwind was still too
great. Jon Durand got to within 5 kms
winning the day. Ken Hill 2nd and Gary
Davies 3rd.
Because we lost the previous day we put
it to a vote with the pilots whether or not
to fly the reserve weekend. This was a
unanimous decision to keep flying by all
those not winning the competition. Didn't
they know Christmas was coming.
Day 6 and the last day as it turned out.
Light Easterly back to Beechmont. Open
window with a straight line task to Kalbar ,
60.4 km. Guess who was first to launch.
Gordo went straight up and away with
Laurie Fineran and Glen Macleod following. Laurie jagged one winning the day
with Phil Pritchard 2nd, Jon Durand 3rd
and Gordo 4th. No one made goal with
Laurie's distance being 40.5 km.
Day 7, a task was called with cloud base
being very low. Only Jon Durand fell over
the back of the hill and the day was zero.
Back to Canungra to have the presentation. Due to a lack of A grade pilots, we
ran Advanced and Intermediate which
seemed to even up the numbers.
A Grade
1st Phil Pritchard
2nd Jon Durand
3rd Ken Hill

SKYSAILOR

B Grade
1st Tony Knight
2nd Neil Petersen
3rd Steve Poulos
With less than 100 points separating the
Intermediate pilots from 1st to 3rd, it was
very tightly fought. Congratulations to all
the pilots who flew in the Regionals 1991.
I hope everyone learnt something. And
congratulations to the Intermediate pilots
who placed so well; some have only been
flying some 15 months. Thanks to Brian
Skuthorpe who drove from Sunshine
Coast every weekend to compete and
quite a few Byron pilots. Special thanks to
Alf Carter, the launch official for turning
up every weekend and Gordon Bieske for
scoring. Also all the wives and girlfriends
who took times on launch or at goal and
Johnny Junior for always helping. Thanks
to the Canungra Hotel, Moyes,
Enterprise and Airborne for donating
prizes to give away. If I have forgotten
anyone, I'm sorry but thanks. With entry
fees, after expenses, there was $700 left
over to split 6 ways between the top three
in both grades. The Region has already
decided to run weeklong comp in 1992,
starting the weekend after Eungella
finishes. Hope to see more pilots from
interstate on their way home from Eungella. See you there.

a

Safe flying
Phil Pritchard

Phil Pritchard
Jon Durand
Ken Hill
Tony Knight
4
Neil Petersen
5
Trevor Purcell
6
Steve Poulos
7
Gordon Bieske
8
Speedy Gonsalves
9
Geoff Tulloch
10
Peter Adriaans
11
Gary Davies
12
Verne Middleton
13
Graham Kohr
14
Tony Giammichele
15
Brian Braby
16
Dean Hone
17
Mark Berry
18
Damien Ticehurst
19
20= Dave Marsh
20= John Strickland
1

2
3

3501
3137
2984
2695
2676
2670
2585
2470
2448

2344
2257
2206
2060
1980
1974
1801
1655
1648
1550
1481
1481
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State, Club and Region News
New South Wales
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club
New Tallows launch sign
A new sign has been added to the existing
one at the Tallow's launch. This sign
warns of the hazards of crossing to the
East Face and is designed to make pilots
think about what they are doing e.g. don't
go there unless you know the difference
between cliff and ridge soaring. Hopefully this will keep inexperienced visiting
pilots out of the water.
There are more and more incidents
happening at Tallows launch - the vast
majority involving inexperienced visiting
pilots flying marginal conditions without
consulting the locals. These visitors are all
sitting in their lounge rooms in Melbourne or Munich reading their local
newsletter; so what if Tallows closes - they
don't care. It's OUR site and our region
pays heaps for extra insurance to buy us
the privilege of flying there. Should we
lock the ramp, give a key to all the locals
and leave lots of phone numbers at the
ramp so visitors have easy access but must
consult a local before flying?
A number of club members added to the
60 odd pilots and ground crew converging
on Canungra for the regional meeting and
flyin on 15-16 February. Weather conditions made going over the back and heading to goal impossible for most of us. The
few who did get away included locals
Brian Braby (equal 4th) and Bruce
Reeve.
The first half of the field to launch on
Sunday were treated to some flying and
bombing out in the rain practice. However, the weekend was enjoyed by all and
some learnt a lot. Greg Newnham claims
to have discovered the superior handling
qualities of a sawn off keel. Marie Jeffery
has begun to coach pilots on a new type of
landing approach. Yours truly did a lousy
take off on Sunday after publicly commenting on the high percentage of lousy
take offs on Saturday, then bombed out in
the rain - oh well!

Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club
Howdy all, we have had some good
flying oflate. Most sites inland and coastal
have been pumping. Some good flying
from all of our local pilots. Its good to see
most pilots getting away from the hill in a
safe manner, getting high and staying
there. A few of our pilots have updated
their rocketships. Gary bought a Combat
and Paul an XS; both look extremely nice
in the air and both are breaking altitude
records and flying out of sight. Good to
see boys. Who said we were in a recession?
Our February meeting went well, very
good roll up and a few new pilots. Ian
donated a BMX push bike for the winner
of the club comp; thanks kindly. Our trip
away to Forster was a wash-out. We will
try this weekend.
I will leave it there as I can see a glider
in the air so I'd better lug old faithful up
the hill and keep me illd mate company.
So hang in there
Duncan Brown

The February meeting was once again
held at James' house with 18 members
attending. Our new efficient secretary,
Warwick will have notified you all of a
more permanent venue before March arrived so thanks to James for the use of his
house. James then announced that our T
shirt manufacturer had not only broken
his leg but worst still had lost our artwork
design! So during the wet weather James
whipped out a new design which everyone
thought was even better than his last. Orders can (and,better be!) placed via the
newsletter or direct to J ames.
~
For those who didn't know there was a
flyin and static display at Hill 60 . on
February 28th to help locals celebrate the
restoration of the Hill. Hopefully the wind
was on and it all went well. The flyin date
meant a deadline for putting in the ramp.
Thanks to Rudi for the plans and gathering materials and to all those who helped
after this was written.
Too much rain out at Goulburn means
no tow again although we are getting

ULTRACOM
IIQulet !II

HELMET
SYSTEMS
No more shouting at your passengers!
The Ultra Com is the worlds most popular !?port aviation helmet system .
.
.
Two noise cancelling helmets with comfortable earmuffs. a nOise can~lIlng mike and a
Botsford circuit internally powered intercom unit come together In thiS excellent co.mmunications system. The Ultra Com can also be connected to most handheld radiOS
(FM while you are flyingJ) including the ICOM range.
A real 5 star system - its brilliant J
Two heltnas with Comms and intercom unit $850
.
.
One helmet with Comms $350 (for effective air to air/ground communication)

ULTRAUGHT FLYING MACHINES
Sunbury Airfield
Sunbury VIC 3429
(03) 744-1305. (03) 439-6083
Fax (03) 431-2131

Rodney Stoddart
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State Club & Re ion News continued ...
prepared with club gear so we better
make sure we use it. Thanks to Alf Piper
of Central Coast club for inviting us to
their tow weekend. Hope it went well.
Harry then gave a rundown on the Corryong Cup, followed by the problems he
has experienced in running it so the new
meet head could start offbetter prepared.
The profit/loss shee~ submitted for the '92
Cup caused a row' which unfortunately
broke up the meeting. Criticism and questioning is democracy however when it is
lowered to the level of personal attack
rather than through the proper form of
chairman it becomes a bar room brawl. So
people, get responsible and remember
that a lack of communication is a common
cause of problems.
Well not wanting to end on a sour note,
I'll welcome Chuck as our new correspondent to replace Lindy, Kiralie and myself.
We three are off travelling the globe for
12 months and want to say thanks for
friendship and flying over the last two
years. Bye for now and safe flying.

L&B&K

Far South Coast Hang
Gliding Club
At a meeting on 3rd February, the Far
South Coast Hang Gliding Club was
formed.

We fly mainly at Ulladulla, Bateman's
Bay and Narooma with sites ranging from
Advanced to Novice.
Best flying is in summer with south
south-east and north east sites up to two
k's long. Also a south west site for winter.
Anyone wishing to fly the region can contact Anthony Orman 044 762098, Bob
Chidgey 044 711765. Visitors are most
welcome and we'll do our best to show you
around and get you some airtime.

Anthony

Victoria

Skyhigh Paragliding Inc
The club hosted the 1st Australian
Paragliding Open last month and it was a
great success. The event was centred on
the Mt Cole State forrest in Western Victoria but because of conditions most
flying was near Elmhurst. Considering the
generally below average conditions all
January we were lucky to score the best

Yves Gilliand - 1992 Australian Paragliding Champion
Elmhurst, Victoria

SKYSAILOR

There was a record entry for the event
with over half the field coming from overseas. It was great to see all those legends
of the sky; they came with their latest
factory special gliders and slippery flying
suites and really did some hot flying.
At the end of the comp however, a Sydney pilot, Yves Gilliand was the winner
flying a production Swing Prisma. Conditions were "blue" every day and some
people said that this made it more difficult for the visiting flyers who are used
to fmding thermals under that white fluffy
stuff. The Euros did say that they enjoyed
the flying, describing the sites as "complex
and challenging". So a little bit of local
knowledge goes a long way!
Australian pilots performed well on
every flying day and individual bests were
common. Rob Schroettner flew well all
week and was unlucky not to make goal
one day - he flew past it before realising it
and couldn't get back. Cameron Young
flew well all week and Ian Ladyman put in
a classy effort to make goal on Saturday
on his new glider, again a production
model from lTV.
It was obvious that the standard of
Australian pilots is high and improving all
the time. Our pilots should be given as
much encouragement as possible as they
are obviously capable of flying competitively with the world's best.

The women were less impressive this
year. French pilot Francoise Senper put
in some good flights to win but I think the
Australians could easily have done better.
The best Australian was Lorie Bell from
Bright. Lorie tried SO hard all week, she
deserved a higher place but she was let
down by her glider. Rosie Fletcher is an
experienced and promising pilot who put
in a great flight on Saturday but by then it
was too late to build her points. She was
let down by low hours on her hot new
Apex. There is obviously great potential
for our women pilots and I'm sure that
they will soon be right up there with the
leaders.

..
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week of the month and although a bit
more variety would have been good, there
were good flights recorded every flying
day.

A few people did a lot of work to make
the event a success. Charlie did heaps of
work in preparation and was responsible
for getting so many overseas pilots to
March 1992

Australia. Ray Williams from
Paradynamics in Melbourne did a fantastic job as comp director. He was efficient
and decisive and had ftrm control at all
times on the hill - well done Ray, great
effort!

The SAHGA Saga

SAHGA

The "locals" deserve a big thank you.
The community support was fantastic,
their enthusiasm and friendly help was
appreciated by everyone. The Raglan
Shire also had financial help from the
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation
which I'm sure added to the success of the
event.
It was a great week with some hot flying
and a really friendly atmosphere
throughout, we all learnt a lot and look
forward to next year.
Keep it up
Robin Gauld

The competition season is now drawing
to a close and I am sad to report that it has
been one of the worst seasons for many
years in terms of competition results for
SA pilots. There also hasn't been anything
special in the XC flying at home. Sadly,
quite a few of our pilots have had accidents, both at the comps and on local
sites, but none were out of action for too
long.

One interesting piece of news is that
SAHGA is tendering to lease the land at
Tunkalilla, our popular Southerly coastal
site. We don't want it to fall into the hands
of a farmer who is anti-hang gliding and
we could improve the site and agist it back
to an agreeable farmer. Let's keep our
fmgers crossed on this one.
At the recent Mt Cole Cup, an unofficial
SA team ("The Beagle Boys") consisting
of Yours Truly, Andy Watson, Sue Hansen and Pat Finch entered and didn't
come last! Birgit flew for The Girlies who
did. Pat Finch, the world's oldest competition pilot, flew well but had a lucky
escape on the last day, hitting a double
strand power line which he hadn't seen.
Apparently, his base bar slid along both
wires at once but they never arced! Pat
escaped with a sore neck and broken glasses. I went into the trees on launch on day
one, but pulled back to fmish 10th.

courses
2 day introductory
Novice licence package
XC and thermalling
Hang glider conversion
Paragliding safaris

equipment
Ailes de K, Edel and Advance
Airbulle harnesses
Sigma reserve parachutes
Aircotec flight instruments
Second hand equipment, trade-ins
Free advice
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State, Club & Region News continued ...
Congratulations to Peter Hood on winning the "most improved pilot" award at
the Flatlands.
Back home, Illawarra Hill has yielded
only six 100 km + flights this season to my
knowledge and no 100 mile flights yet.
Maybe late February will produce a good
day. Steve Blenk has been back in the
skies, cruising from Point Pass to Lochiel
Pub (82 km) at an average altitude of
approx. 9999 ft! Also Space Hunter
managed to loop his Combat - unintentionally - at a fairly low altitude at Ochre
Point. I think he scared those who saw it
more than himself and carried on flying
for another 20 minutes! Apparently
Space was very slow going over the top;
and had a few moments to contemplate
the meaning oflife before the glider nosed
down into a dive recovery!
Last Sunday, there was a good day for
thermaIling at Nangkita. This is newsworthy as it happens about once a century. Stu
Brown (EI Presidente looked for a moment like he was going to be the first one
to fly back to his place and claim the prize
of a slab of Coopers, but could only reach
1300 ft ATO in his ex-Manuel Navarro
machine. Rumour has it that Manuel
reckons he will be out of the clink around
August. Mind you, we never did believe
anything he said.
Bye for now
by Ace Udo-Nimb

II

HGAWA

Air heads one and all
Allow me to indulge for a moment before
I get onto this month's news to thank
Keith Lush for the time and effort he has
contributed to WA flying. We all wish you
the best and hope that you will be letting
the Vic's know about the great flying in
the Wild West.
That out of the way, let's get straight into
the juicy bits. Two hundred and fifty
kilometres! I get a quiver in my speed bar
just thinking about it. The grape vine
rustled this awesome news to most pilots'
attention slightly before Rob Burndes
(Foil 160B) and Gary Wright (new XS)
landed. Special thanks from the guys goes
to Nick for his 850 km round trip from
Meckering to pick them up. (What happened to unpowered aircraft saving you
fuel?)
For those of you on the far side of the
desert, be prepared to have the national
ladder inundated with logged flights from
West Australian pilots. The season is real-

European pilots soaring at Elmhurst - Australian Paragliding
Open 1992 - P Robin Gauld

Iy hotting up heading towards the state
comps and triple figure flights are becoming monotonously regular.
The championships, to be held in the
last week of February, will again be staged
at Dalwallinu (3 hours north of Perth).
This year the newly incorporated DalwalIinu Hang Gliding Club will play host. The
sport has been embraced by the township
and the enthusiasm of the club will ensure
a momentous event. The participation of
Russell Duncan (Australian team member) as a competitor will produce the best
from all pilots.
As the titles will be just another hang
over by the time the gospel reaches your
letter box, in expectation, thanks and well
done to all concerned.
Different topic: Safety. If only it were as
simple as a mould in your mouth or putting packing in your V-fronts. Alas, as we
have all been made aware through recent
events, the sport can be dangerous. Unfortunately, it is the freedom the pastime
offers that is also its undoing. So many
'incidents' could be avoided by all of us
taking a little more responsibility not only
for ourselves but also for others.
Should a safety issue come to your attention on site, for God's sake say something.
I do not know of anyone who flies who
would not like to be informed they overlooked hooking up. Why should this principle not also apply to ensuring landing
approaches are clear or conditions are
suitable for the experience of the pilot? If
all those involved in flying do not take
action now, we can only expect the number of physical injuries incurred to increase. I, for one, would not like the
exhilaration available to us regulated by
anyone other than us. Doctors are too
expensive for a friendly word not to be
offered or to go unheeded. Experienced
pilots lead by example! (please)
At the March HGAWA meeting, Rob
Burndes, Safety Officer, will conduct a
special safety segment that I'm sure we
will all learn from.
I hope everyone makes the most of theil
opportunities for the rest of the season,
The sky's the limit.
Hang loose
David Cobbold
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GTR 148 (Int) dk blue LE It blue white US faired
king post & uprights gd glider for lighter pilot
$900 ono ph Ian (063) 316505
Aero 170 (Nov) fluro yellow LE blue US 40 hrs
airtime 1 owner cocoon harness suit pilot approx
5'11" all In gd cond $1700 ph Mike BH (045)
725064 AH 725227
GTR 162 Full Race (Int) pink/black fully faired
sleeved ex cond $1150 also
Blackhawk Dart harness head up head down
control lots of pockets well Insulated pink $350
also
1 x Kiss 154 upright $80 ph (047) 826089
Mars 170 (Nov) red all over well maintained in
gd cond flys well batten profile $900 ph Helen
(042) 942493
Mission 170 (Nov) sky blue LE orange & grey US
ex cond never been bentflies like new $2000 ono
ph Steve (02) 8872090
Mission 170 (Nov) Aqua green LE orange fluro
US white MS speed bar will throw in Moyes Pod
if required $1900 ph Craig Jones (045) 702323
Varlo Lltek with altimeter & Hall ASI back-up
battery $250 ph Alan (02) 8992370

XS Easy (Nov/lnt) sky blue LE sky blue & lime
green US white MS speed bar rubber backed
airfoiled turbulated uprights & king post ex handling glider v gd cond $2000 ph Bruce (066)
847328

GTR 162 (Int) gd cond faired uprights & king
post + speed bar white MS It blue LE & US no
flutters must sell the recession has hit me so
make an offer ph Brad (049) 497304

162 World Beater (Int) flies well gd cond blue LE
orange & white diamond US white MS bargain
price $800 ono ph Geoff (042) 941898

Biltz 146 (Adv) only 5 mths old as new mortgage
forces sale only $3450 with storage tube ph (02)
9978436

Stolen 1 Moyes pod green with white
leather patch on tail. If found call Ivan
Dodd (02) 5501558

Foil Combat 139 (Adv) blue/mauve US white MS
comp sleeves (can be removed) 9 mths old will
pay for shipping fees anywhere in Australia
$3200 ono ph Phil now (02) 5698588

Foil Combet 152 (Adv) low hrs tight sail urgent
sale pink & green v gd cond $2500 ph C/- Joe
Scott (065) 650042

NEW SOUTH WALES

Mission 150 (Nov) hot intermediate glider flys
higher & faster than XS Easy with 75 kg pilot!
$1750 ph (066) 858868

XS 155 (Adv) 12 hrs airtime orange LE power
warp sail + 1 brand new pod harness med to
match must sell due to owner going
$3500
ph (048) 411794

Lost Minolta OM 10 camera blue hip
case ph (042) 674570
Stolen 1 x Air Support Wedgy harness
pink & mauve in pink & mauve rucksack
- prototype - has no logo or badges ph (02)
9972238 or 4502674

XS 169 (Ad v) all mylar MS glides v well $2500
(047) 394213
Wanted GTR 162 sail ph Glen Thompson (063)
531239
Biltz 146 (Adv) ex cond flys great will trade in
intermediate glider $3750 ono also
Wedgy Harness suit 5'10-6' $350 new cond also
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond suit beginner or school
$850 ono also
Edge 582LC made to certification standard legal
to fly two up complete instruments deck $16,000
will separate wing & base if need be also
Mars 150 (Nov) ex cond beginner/novice floating X-bar suit lady pilot or light weight $1050 ph
(065) 565265

XS 142 (Adv) 5 mths old fluoro pink & white
power rib $3600 also
Undsay Ruddock Instruments digital readout
with averager $450 also
Danny Scott Racer orange & black suit 5'6"
medium ex cond $550 ph Toni (042) 942305

as

GTR 175 (Int) special gold LE white MS ex cond

$800 any offer! also
GTR 162 (Int) fluro green mylar LE white MS
faired uprights king post speed bar ex cond
$1000 any offer! also
Ball 651 varlo dual scale $550 also
Parachute Parachutes Australia ex cond $250
also

Don't/orget these battens, Dad! - p Gary Moulston

Altair 165 (Nov) blue/white flown twice as new
cond ball tips incl Pod harness $1500 (066)
857770
Foil 152C Combat (Adv) ex cond low logged hrs
no stacks v visible fluro orange turquoise & white
$2950 ph Ebbels (049) 585193 AH
Foil Combat 152 as new unfortunately must sell
a bargain @ $2950 ph Ross Duncan (049)
431900
XS 142 (Adv) yellow scrim LE pink & turquoise
US tip levers etc ex cond v low hrs must sell ph
Marie (066) 280356
Black Magic 24 Paragllder plus Paradise 1
harness brand new unused $2500 ono also
Airman XC 24 Paragllder low airtime $1000 also
Sjostrom hang gliding varlo brand new must
sell special price $700 ph (042) 674570
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Moyes Harn... 4 yr old Ige suit 6'2" v gd cond
offers, "wife made me do it" sale ph Brad Keen
(02) 6368185

Stop Press - New Video

Magic 155/4 (Adv) gd cond white sail $800 ph
(042) 942334

The 1992 Australian Open

GTR 182 (Int) ex cond speed bar spare uprights
batten profile harness low hrs files great no flutters blue LE white US new mylar Inserts perf first
performance glider $900 ono ph Dave (042)

If you were there, re-live the excitement of the competition's
flying in your lounge room.

295892

If you weren't, see the action and make sure you go to the next
Open!

81Hz 155 (Adv) grey mylar LE grey & red US
approx. 50 hr. ex cond $2900 ono ph Len (068)
537220

$39.95 + post & packing
Contact HGFA, PO Box 558, Turnut NSW 2720
Ph/Fx: 069 472888

AirBorne Trike reliable 432 Robin engine GT
190wing need work $3500 ph Scott (047) 741180
Gyro 180 (Nov) v gd cond rarely used & flies well
with hang harness $600 ph Nell (02) 4521139 or
9494948

BIHz 148 (Adv) new Dec '91 ex cond spare
upright leaving country so $3250 also
lcom 1C40 extras $400 ph (068) 623387

Moy. . 182 World Beater (Int) fully optioned as
new cond hardly flown + spare upright $2000
also
Moy. . pod harn... suit 6' $380 ph Tim (066)
863883W876113 H

Foil 180B (Int) 4 yr old fully faired ex cond
Sj~str~m , cocoon harness suit 5'10"-6', chute,
helmet $1500 ph Andrew (065) 660630

2 x lcom VHF 1C25AT radio 48 memory channel
3 scan types dial select function 5 watt output
power never used international warranty +
headsets $1100 ono ph Jason (02) 9487032 will
consider UHF swap + cash

Foil 150 Racer Kevlar (Int) this glider has low
hrs & flies nicely (Int - Adv) sail in great cond must
go $1500 also
Icom 40 UHF radio $350 ph (042) 942212

GTR 182 AlIce (Int) yellow & orange fully faired
speed bar no flutters ideal 1st high performance
glider bargain $750 ono ph Ian (042) 941857

AirBorne Trike Buzzard 532 Arrow II with chute
trailer & tow system 65 hrs v gd cond $9000 ph
Chris (049) 631840

Moy.. Ma,. 170 (Nov) + upright harness &
helmet mylar LE no dings v gd cond $1150 ono
ph (02) 4892077

Moy.. 182 WB Race (Int) It blue with white MS
ex cond low air hrs $1400 ph Graham (049)
499270

Ma,. 170 (Nov) red & white gd cond $950 (049)
772273

FoIl180B (Int) gd cond flies v nicely will swap for
second hand paraglider or $800 ph Bruce (02)

3654635

Trike Buzard 532 complete unit with AirBorne
tow system, altimeter temp gauge & parachute
37 hrs since overhauled all on registered trailer
$8500 ono ph Danny 018 494505

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
I'm too ..xy for my hang glider, so ..xy It
hurtsl World Beater 162 (Int) pink & blue white
parrallel + MS going going gone for $1500 ph
Jules Makk for details (08) 2611902

UHF AIIdl~ 2 x Icom IC40 perf cond with
manual & non-rechargeable battery packs 1 with
nlcad pack & charger $430 1 without $380 ph
Greg (066) 280356

Rumour II (Int) 1 y.o. hot colours mylar sail 1st
in 'Shima Saiki' comp in Japan brilliant all round

Take off/top landing Accous French Pyrynees - p Kevin Rooke
~~---

-.

-

~

glider spare LE & keel available $2500 Steve
Blenkinsop (08) 3741080
LHewelght Trike minimum power set 200 cc
solo engine incl all accessories ex cond $2500
ono also
GTR 182 (Int) $1000 ono also
'81 Toyota Coaster Campervan high roof
diesel-23mpgl- Thomas' big red bus with hang
gliding racks gd cond runs great $12000 ono
Great to travel around Oz - wherever you are I
may be able to pop in & we make a deal ph (08)
3730683
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) ex-Carl Braden world 's
glider '91 sleeved LE extended X-bars extra halfbattens white trilam LE fluro yellow & grey US
$2700 also
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) ex-demo glider immac
only flown 10 days white trilam LE pink & yellow
US quick to set up as no intermed battens $3950
will freight ph Peter Bolton (08) 2694711
Edge 582 LC dual ignition incl full instrumentation water proof cover trailer ramps also with
Contest intercom headset helmets (the best
money can buy) low hrs absolutely in new cond
must sell ph Chris Hunter (08) 3220813 all hrs
Mission 170 (Nov) grey LE fluoro orange & white
US & MS less than 10 hrs ex cond $2500 ono ph
Graham (08) 3644841
GTR 162 VG (Int) red LE white TS & US speed
bar & faired king post only 2 owners great cond
with unbeatable perf for money $900 ph Steve
(08) 3532568
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) ex-Carl Braden Worlds
glider ('91) sleeved LE extra half battens white
triax LE fluro yellow & grey US gd cond $2850
also
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) ex demo glider as new
cond less than 4hrs airtime white LE pink &
yellow US $4100 also
Mars 170 (Nov) Yellow LE & top panel white MS
wide LE pocket with mylar insert v gd cond $850
or exchange for Mars 150 or Gyro 145 ph Peter
Bolton (08) 2694711 & discuss freight etc
XS Easy (Int) blue LE red US speed bar & VB ex
cond a breeze to handle + perform to get you
to the top of the stack on the right day $2000 ono
ph Tony (085) 545283

QUEENSLAND
Combat 152 (Adv) gd cond owner has upgraded
to new Combat 2. 17 mths old will trade Aero etc
$2700 ono also
Cocoon harness. . all sizes from $60 ph (079)
792562
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XT Pro 165 (Int) orange LE lime green under
panel US 4 mths old 55 hrs inland flying time
$2650 ph (07) 8000815

XS 155 (Adv) kingpost hang grey scrim yellow/pink US Eungella '91 Bgrade winning glider
in top order $3400 ph Dave (079) 552740

Mar. 170 (Nov) v gd cond with new bag helmet
& apron harness Included $750 Benalla (057)
625335

XS 155 (Adv) fluoro green MS blue LE low hrs
in gd cond must sell $2300 ph Glen
great
(070) 937451

Pod harness suit 5'6"-6' pilot black with blue
gold stripe take it away for $250 ph Dean (07)

Foil 160B Racer (Int) yellow LE fluoro green &
yellow US gd cond & flys well incl 2 spare aerofoll
uprights $1300 also
Skytech Fllghtdeck altimeter 0-20,000 ft dual
scale varlo 0-800, 0-1600 fpm airspeed Indicator
Incl dual batteries wall charger & Ball clamp gd
cond $450 ph (03) 7621364

4J

XS 142 (Adv) as new 5 mths old power rib fluoro
pink & white must sell as owner going OS $3400
ph Fran (079) 415995 W592184 H
Moyes Mars 190 (Nov) low hrs perf cond $1250
ph (075) 302742
210 Dream (Int) 2 place glider $2500 also
XS 155 $1500 also
Combat 1 yr old $3200 also
Mission 170 (Int) only flown twice $2500 also
New Moyes Pod $500 also
2nd hand Moyes Pod $250 ph Dave Lamont
(079) 461157
GTR 151 Racer (Int) in better than v gd cond dk
blue LE It blue & red US the right glider for
someone under 70 kg wanting good handling
performance & afford ability ph Wayne Lee (075)
333694
Sting 166 (Nov) 40 hrs blue & green ex cond
$2300 ph (075) 728427
Biltz 155 (Adv) lilac & fluoro green with all extras
$3800 also
CG1000 Body Bag harness black with rainbow
stripe ex cond suit 5'10" to 6'3" $375 ph Geoff
Tulloch (075) 916042

2066597
GTR 162 Race (Int) orange LE & US $1200 ph
John (07) 3452233
Foil Combat Race 152C series (Adv) In top cond
pink/orange US grey LE only $2900 also
GTR Race (Int) gd cond $900 +
Moyes Pod suit 5'10"-6' $200 Steve AH (079)
473279 or Maree BH (079) 466691

VICTORIA
XS 155 (Adv) blue scrim LE fluoro yellow warp
TS mid blue US flys great $2000 also
GTR 151 World Beater (Int) magenta mylar LE
fluoro yellow/magenta US low hrs top cond best
offer also
XS Ea.y (Int) brand new (2 hrs) bright colours
$2500 also
Pod harness blue/grey suit up to 6' $250 ph Rob
(052) 296179 AH 223019 BH
Rumour 11151 (Int) lilac & gold US pink LE white
MS suit new buyer 2 mths old 16 hrs airtime
$3950 ph Russell (03) 5445658 or 018 318895
Magic IV 1/2 Race (Int) red mylar LE pocket 4.8
oz dacron MS mid blue US faired king post &
uprights variable geometry 58 hrs logged airtime
in absolutely mint cond no holes In sail to be
found must sell $1500 ono trading up to Rumour
II Race ph Ian O'Neill (03) 8037725 AH

XS Ea.y (Int) fullyfaired speed bar blue LE white
MS orange & blue US gd cond $2100 ono will
trade also
World Beater GTR 162 (Int) blue mylar LE fluoro
pink & white MS It blue & grey US fully falred
speed bar ex cond $1800 ono will trade also
World Beater GTR 182 (Int) red mylar LE yellow
& white MS yellow & red US fully falred speed
bar gd cond $1500 also
World Beater GTR 175 (Int) blue LE pink US fully
faired speed bar gd cond $1500 ono also
XS 142 (Adv) fluoro yellow LE & MS (power rib)
white US ex cond $3000 ono also
XS 155 (Adv) fluoro pink LE & MS (warp) purple
& fluoro pink US ex cond $3000 ono also
MI••lon 170 (Int) fluoro yellow LE white MS
fluoro orange & yellow US ex cond $2100 ono
also
Orion 160 (Int) blue LE white MS blue US ex
cond $500 ono ph Stephen Ruffels (057) 551724
Mission 170 (Int) purple LE gold mid blue ex
cond only 12 hrs airtime won't last long at $2200
John (057) 522694

o AIRWAVE TABOO 25

Novicellntennediate canopy. Strikes the perfect
balance between perfonnance and safety ............. $3,800

AIRWAVE VOODOO 26
Paraglider for advanced pilots. Very safe, with
great perfonnance and easy handling ................... $4,750
• All Airwave paragliders have either ACPULS
or DHV Giitesiegal approval.

o

Convert BMI to BM2. Kit includes 3 riser set
and all lower lines .................................................... $150

o 3-RING TOW RELEASES

For hang gliding and paragliding .............................. $40

o

For hang gliding ........................................................ $25

PARADISE 2 HARNESS

Paragliding harness - with adjustable cross straps .. $400
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Moyes XS 155 (Adv) king post hang $2950 built
Nov '90 grey scrim pink warp MS purple US also
Pod harness suit approx. 5'10"-5'11" blue $170
ph Harry (059) 646055 AH
Paragllder SWIng Zenith 23 sq m with speed
system pilot weight 60-75 kg 13 mths old with 17
hr airtime Giitesiegel 2E suit int pilot UD ~ 6.0
speed range ~ 23-40 km/h $2700 ph Heinz (03)
5791839
Paragllder (Nov/lnt) Bix-x Swiss made by Air
Gautier 27 sq m 70-110 kg ex beginners canopy
In gd cond fluoro pink comes with harness &
back pack recently factory checked must sell
$1000 ph Scott (03) 8247703
XS 155 (Adv) gd cond white MS scrim LE fluoro
pink & yellow US $2000 also
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond red LE It blue US low hrs
$1000 ph Martin (03) 8853058
Paragllder Alles de K Genalr 510 Giitesiegel
safe intermediate ex cond $1200 ph (057)

583509
Trike 95.1 0 Swift wing parachute spare motor &
trailer also
GTR 162 (Int) red LE white TS rainbow US $800
ono also
Blackhawk pod blue $350 also
P.A. perf cond incl repack $400 also
Afro Instruments v gd cond $500 ono also
Ball 651 varlo & alt incl $600 also
Paywlnch mounted on trailer will separate best
offer also
UHF lcom 1C40 with headset $450 ono also
Unlden 40 Channel car set $250 ph Peter (054)
353260AH
GTR 162 Racer (Int) $1700 also
Moyes Pod harness & chute $600 also
Helmet $50 also
UHF CB Sundowner with headphone switch
box $350 and a spare set of hang loops $20 ph
Geoff Ellis (054) 478557
XS 142 (Adv) 9 mths old ex cond $3300 also
Foil 150B Racer (Int) ex cond $1800 ph (051)
346651 may get Gorillagrams answering service,
please leave message
Moyes Mega 2 (Nov) v gd cond It blue & yellow
sail $450 ono also

The wind should pick up soon, lads! - p Tony Goodman
Cocoon harness v gd cond $500 ph Alex (03)
7890250

Rash speed wing new $22000 sell $18500 (03)
4396083 or 7441305

Paragllder, Sportllte Excel as new cond suit
nov/recreat to interm pilot 60-85 kg 5 + glide
ratio weight shift harness $1200 ono ph Peter
(03) 8363590

Foil Combat 152 (Adv) pink Le grey & pink US
white TS narrow A-frame version gd cond pilot
returning to Germany $2200 ph Ted (03)
5966658

FoIl160B Racer (Int) yellow LE fluoro green &
yellow US gd cond flys well & incl2 spare aerofoil
uprights $1200 also
Skytech Fllghtdeck altimeter 0-2000Oft dual
scale vario 0-800, 0-1600 fpm, airspeed indicator
incl dual batteries wall charger & Ball clamp $450
ph (03) 7621364 AH

Airwave Black Magic 24 sq m pilot weight 55-75
kg v gd cond 1 yr old 2.5 hrs airtime complete
with Paradise harness $2200 also
APCO Mayday reserve 'chute integral side
mont/rear bridle attachment to Paradise harness
$500 also
Davron 200+ vario/altimeter $500 ph Rugby
(054) 291450

Gyro 160 (Nov) blue LE & TE rainbow MS gd
cond $1100 ph Alister (03) 5372263 H, 3445081
W
Flash 2a Trike absolutely as new 100% legal less
than 30 hrs total time top of the line model with
rear seat steering map pockets wheel spats
drum brakes cruise throttle 3 blade prop carby
heater a full panel of instruments & of course the

Gliders on launch at Parker Mt near Acton a suburb of Los
Angeles -photo by Geoff Dossetor

American Pro Star (Int) white TS black US with
star & rainbow on 1 side gd handling glider with
tight bottom wires & flys well $350 contact Lothar
(059) 427685
Mars 190 (Nov) flies well red & white $700 ono
also
Cocoon harness suit 5'10"-6' v gd cond $100
call (03) 7074179
Mars 170 (Nov) in exc cond yellow with white incl
full prone harness gold helmet & parachute 5060 hrs airtime by safe conservative pilot $1200
ph Mark (03) 8241464
Davron 200 varlo with 2 altimeters as new $450
ph Debbie on (03) 5607959 or (057) 282723
Mission 170 (Nov) ex cond turquoise LE pink &
black US $2000 ph Wesley (03) 8983251

ACT
XS 155 (Adv) flies & looks great only flown on
Sundays $2000 also
Ball 652 varlo with adjustable air speed indicator as new $550 Fax (06) 2531347
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FLYTHe

The Instrument of the World Champion

The new dynamic
precision series to
meet the highest
demands

FLYTEC 3010
FLYTEC 3020
FLYTEC 3030

High technology and
top quality flight
instruments made in
Switzerland

FLYTEC 3010:

Twin vario display, Altimeter 1 and 2,
Indicator, peak value memories

FLYTEC 3020:

As Flytec 3010 plus additional peak value
memories, real time clock, stopwatch

FLYTEC 3030:

As Flytec 3020 plus integrated Barograph.
Barograph is built to F A I standards!

Additional:

Special Delta bracket to mount Instrument in
any possible ways on round and air foil tubes.
Speed indicator turbine for highest precision.
All instruments one year warranty.

speed

Instruments in stock.

Call today:

'arch 1992

Flytec distributor of Australia, Peter Eicher
30 Scheele St.,
Surrey Hills, 3127 Victoria
Phone AH /Fax 03/836 97 07
SKYSAILOR
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COMBAT 2

The COMBAT 2 uses the latest material technology
available to provide a lighter, stronger wing with the
unmatched performance and handling of the FOil Series.
With a reduction in the overall weight, quicker set-up
and breakdown times and new designer colour schemes,
the COMBAT 2 will set the standard for others to follow.

MARK

NEWLAND

&

JENNY

GANDERTON

